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I.  CIRCUIT RESEARCH

Supported in part by Navy Contract #N000 14-67-A-0305-0024.

Summary

Bernard Tse describes the incorporation of a microporcessor into

the Caecotron project.  The properties of various types of transducer

for the work in molecular stochastics are reported on by Jim Cutler.

Dan Pitt summarizes some initial findings on the potential use of sto-

chastic sequences in communications.

M. Faiman

W. J. Poppelbaum
Principle Investigator

' /
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1.1    CAECOTRON

1.1.1  Present Status

During the last quarter an Intel 8008 microprocessor was ordered for use

in the control processor of CAECOTRON.  It has sinced arrived and the associated

control electronics is being built to implement the algorithm for depth deter-

mination as outlined in an earlier report.

Modifications were also made in the last quarter to the part of the system

containing the video integrators.  As a result, each integrated line now contains

20 cells instead of the original 16; even though only 16 cells from.each line

are to be used at a time.  This ensures that a meaningful resolution of 16 cells

per line is retained when the left and right pictures are compared.

1.1.2  Future Work

Work will be done on the processor to integrate it into the whole sys-

tem; after which one or more of the depth determinatidn algorithms proposed

earlier·will be programmed into the control read.only memory to be tried out

on the processor. Studies will also be made to determine the feasbility of

using the integrated microprocessor to control a larger part of the system.

Bernard Tse

1.2    Molecular Stochastics (Project No. 61)

1.2.1  Project Summary

Molecular Stochastics is a project concerned with investigating trans-

ducers that will produce a stochastic sequence dependent upon the measurement

made.  Five different transducers are being considered:  temperature, velocity,

light intensity, electric field and magnetic field.  The feasibility of a tem-

perature transducer has already been shown and described in previous Quarterly

Reports.
21



1.2.2  Project Status

In this past quarter a considerable amount of time was spent on the theory

of these transducers.  As a result of this effort a relationship was found between

the expected value of the output of the transducer and the true value of the

measurement (whether it be temperature, velocity, etc.).  A comparison can now

be made between the theory and actual measurements.

Also, since the expected value of the stochastic sequence of the trans-

ducer is found by averaging over a period of time, the stochastic sequence

must have the property of ergodicity. It was shown under what conditions that

this property holds.

The work on the velocity transducer has been slowed the past quarter due
· H

to a lack of funds. It is planned to purchase several pressure transducers

from National Semiconductor in the near future. Studies will be made on a tur-

bulent flow to discover the relationship between the average pressure of the

transducer and the average velocity.

Jim Cutler                               5

1.3    Stochastic Communications

1.3.1  Preliminary Studies

Traditional communications systems have used modulated analog or digital

techniques to transmit information. Each of these methods has certain vulner-

abilities to error and inaccuracy: analog transmission is easily distorted by

noise and multipath reception and often requires complex filtering and predic-

tion methods to recover the fidelity of the signal; digital transmission, on

the other hand, while less subject to errors from minor channel noise, suffers

more serious quantized inaccuracies when the noise is sufficient to change a 1

to a 0 or vice versa.  To combat this, complicated coding techniques are often

-3-



so that the beginning and end of each character is known.  For certain appli-

used to detect or correct the most common type of errors expected (single, mul-

tiple, or burst).  In addition, since digital representatidns require different

weighting of adjacent bits, the transmitter and receiver must be synchronized

cations, then, it appears that information transmission using SRPS's may be

advantageous in that no synchronization is necessary and single, some multiple

and even some burst errors in the transmission may be completely 'ignored without

sacrificing too much accuracy. In the next quarter, efforts will be made to

determine if certain modulation and coding schemes might contribute to better

fidelity without disproportionate cost. Other types of digital signal pro-

cessing may also be considered, as well as an investigation into possible band-

width advantages.

Dan Pitt
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2.  HARDWARE SYSTEMS RESEARCH

Supported in part by Navy Contract #NOOO 14-67-A-0305-0024.

Summary

The COLFTAR system now contains dynamic focusing thanks to Stan Kopec.

Dev'Bose discusses the control of a mobile block for FROG.  Les Daley reports

on the constructioh and initial debugging of a small scale THESPIAC system.

M. Faiman

W. J. Poppelbaum
Principle Investigator
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2.1 COLFTAR (Project No. 12)                                                          1

2.1.1 Summary

With the end of this quarter, the current phase of COLFTAR. research draws

to  a  close. The focus supply modulator (Figure  1) now provides  a  ramp  of  up  to

150 volts peak-to-peak, thus giving the write gun a dynamic focus capability.

Tests have shown this system to work ideally.

However, due to a malfunctioning element in the ion pump af the vacuum

system, it is not possible at present to get a "hard" vacuum of z 10 torr-7

or less to get the system operating.  This thus becomes the next aspect of the

system to be improved. If the vacuum system is rebuilt, many past headaches

may be cured.

Stan Kopec

2.2            FROG    (Project   No.    36)

FROG is the hardware realization of a mechanism that learns self-preserva-

tive reactions to its environment. For details see previous quarterly reports.

2.2.1  Project Status

In this quarter the circuit for the T*-element was laid out and tested.

Following this, attention was turned towards the design and construction of the

movable block.

The movable block (MB) has two independently driven rear wheels and a

small caster wheel in the front. This allows MB to be driven forward and in·

reverse and also to turn left or right about an axis within itself. The drive

circuits for the motors have been designed.

Experiments have been conducted to find a good and reliable way of con-

trolling the MB on a path.  Many different methods suggested themselves, but

61
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most of them had to be discarded because one would like to be able to control

MB in a way that is not apparent (audibly and/or visibly) to a casual observer.

A scheme that has been extensively experimented with uses a small coil

at the head of MB to induce (electromagnetically) voltage spikes on two closely

spaced parallel and thin copper lines which define the path.  By taking the dif-

ference between the voltages induced in the two lines and proper thresholding it

is possible to know if the coil is above one or the other line or in between the

two.  Using the above information it is possible to control the position of the

coil between the copper lines, and thereby maintain MB on course when it is

moving.

The mechanical construction of MB is almost complete.

2.2.2  Future Work

In the next quarter the effort will mostly be directed towards completing

MB and its control circuitry. Work will start on the design and construction of

the demonstration board which will symbolize the environment of FROG.

Dev Bose

2.3    THESPIAC (Project No. 47)

During this quarter, all efforts have been directed toward the assembly

of a small-scale THESPIAC system.  This system (intended for laboratory evalua-

tion and demonstration) includes controllers for two dimmer channels, a cross-

fader and two submasters, and storage for 256 lighting scenes.

While the constru5tion process consumed most of the quarter, a limited

amount of debugging has also been done.  At this time, 18 of 38 cards have been

examined and appear to be operating as intended. Sections of two additional

cards have also been tested successfully.  Thus far, no major design flaws have

\
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been discovered; the debugging process has mainly uncovered mechanical problems

(e.g. missing wires, wires run to incorrect pins, inadequite power supply dis-

tribution, etc.).  Debugging will be completed during next quarter.

Les Daley
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3  SOFTWARE SYSTEMS RESEARCH

(Supported in part by the Atomic Energy Commission under grant No. US AEC AT11-1 2383)

3.1 Numerical Processes

3.1.1 DIFSUB with partial differential equations (M. Ostrar)

Using DIFSUB with the method of lines, a number of new stretching

functions were applied to Burger's equation

U  + UU = kut            x            xx

with the initial and boundary conditions

u(x,0) = sin,Tx,   u(O,t) = u(1,t) = 0.

Of the stretching functions examined, two may prove to be of interest.

The first replaced x by w, where

3w/3 x= tanh(a(t)x)/tanh(a(t)), W(O,t) = 0,

and a(t) approximates the function g(t) which causes the point x where u(x,t)

assumes its maximum value to map into w = 0.5.  Previously when g(t) was approxi-

mated by cubic and quintic splines, the results were poor (see previous Quarterly

Report).  However, an error was discovered in the program which calculates the

coefficients of the quintic spline.  After correcting this error, a quintic

spline with seven knots was used to approximate g(t).  The integration from t=0

to   t=2 took roughly twice   as many function evaluati ons    as the integration

without any transformation. However, the maximum absolute and relative errors

using the quintic spline were roughly nine and twelve times better.  To obtain

comparable absolute accuracy without a transformation,  the mesh spacings would

have to be reduced by a factor of three if second order finite difference approxi-

mations  were  used  ( as  was  the   case) . This would roughly triple the number  of

function evaluations. Thus one and a half times as many function evaluations

would be necessary to match the accuracy achieved by the transformation using the

10-'



quintic spline.

The second transformation replaced x by w, where

3w/3x = [1-k(x-z(t))2]/fl[1-k(x-z(t))2]dx,   w(O,t) = 0,
0

and z(t) is a quintic spline whose value at t approximates the value of x at

which u(x,t) assumes its maximum value.  It marginally reduced the errors at

t = 2 and the number of function evaluations.  The significance of this trans-

formation is not the slight improvement attained, but the fact that this is

the only non-trivial transformation experimented with to date which did not

Significantly increase the number of function evaluations.

The genetal inability thus far to simultaneously decrease both the

error in the computed solution and the number of function evaluations suggests

that the effect of stretching functions on the stiffness of the system of

ordinary differential equations (which the method of lines converts a partial

differential equation into) should be examined. Apparently, most of the

transformations tried have increased the stiffness. Until now, likely candi-

dates for stretching functions were chosen on the basis of the solution u(x,t)

and its various partial derivatives.  We plan to examine the effect of these

stretching functions and oth.ers on the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the

 

resulting systems in order to see how they affect the stiffness of the systems.

In  conjunction with this study of system stiffness, hybrid finite

difference operators of the form (1-0(t))Ll + 0(t)L2'·where 0 6 0(x,t) 5 1 and

Ll  and L2 are different finite difference operators, will be examined.    In a

typical hybrid operator, Ll might be second order and L2 fourth order.  By a

proper choice of 0(x,t), it may be possible to use the higher order operator

L,2 to obtain better accuracy in regions that demand it  (0 = 1), use the lower

-11-



order operator Ll elsewhere  (0=0) , and still decrease  or at worst maintain

the degree of stiffness of the system.

3.1.2 Ordinary differential equation programs (R. L. Brown)

A user-oriented version of D4 was prepared and tested.  D4 is a

Fortran subroutine for the solution of stiff systems of n ordinary differential

(1)   (2)        (p)equations y' = f(y,t) for which y,y , . . . , y      are exactly computable

given y and t.  This new version was tested on the 13 sample problems described

in the previous Quarterly Report, and the results are shown in Table 3.1. The

statistics reported include the number of calls to the differentiating subroutine

DIFFUN and the number of evaluations of the Newton-type convergence matrix PW.

This evaluation is done by numerical. differencing using n calls to DIFFUN to

ob tain

PW=I -  jil  4i )   af (j-1) lay,

(j)

where the a    are the coefficients of the numerical method.  An LU decomposition

of PW is performed after the evaluation. The n calls to DIFFUN are not included

in the number of calls to DIFFUN shown in Table 3.1.

The calling sequence for D4 is

CALL D4(N, T , Y,SAVE,H,HMIN,HMAX,DYS,DY,EPS,YMAX ,ERSV ,SIGMA,PW,IP,

KFLAG,JSTART,NQMAX).

The arguments are:

N                  the number of equations in the system.

T                  the independent variable.

Y                  a (12,N) array with h Yi  /j' in Y(J+1,I)
j (j)

SAVE a (12,N) array used to save Y.

H,HMIN,HMAX the current stepsize, and smallest and largest

allowable stepsize.

12-'



8                             79         .12         124         12

D4                   DIFSUB
TEST eps

NFNS NW NENS NW

|

A               -3
10-6 285              91              122              12

a = 00 775 207 263          19

10-9
3186 807 380              17

10

a = 00 188         25         244         17
433         40         333         17

C                                                                                                                                    864.                                        76                                               93                                           11.

300 < a < 60° 210              49              229              .29
311         56         249         19

D 126 22 150        14
a = 00· 346         60         354         30

1204 202 405 22

E 136 .23 173         18
30° <a< 60° 329         43         351         27                  ·· · 2

1434 185 538 21

F                              490         34        1752          9
60° < a 1709         38        2181         16

5631         48 3213 11

5 .375 23 3577         18
60° < a 1251         33        5471          8

3115         47        5354         14

H                            447         30        1147          8
600 < a 1737         46        2233         11

5621         57 3006 11

I                             37         10          52          9
a = 450                       28          6          48          6

25                6                38                5
J                             26         12          21          2
a = 450                       26         12          21          2

26        12          21          2

·K                            322         41          52          9
60° < a 318         47         426         31

727 111 421        25

L                            75         25          61        20
60° < a                      75         25          71        22

61        24         68        24

M                            4120          47          9
600 < a 142         26         108         18

659 103         479          36

Table 3.1.  Comparison of D4 and DIFSUB on 13 tests.
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DYS an (N,8) array.

YMAX an N-dimensioned array used for relative error

computat ion,    as in DIFSUB.

DY,ERSV,SIGMA N-dimensioned arrays.

EPS the maximum allowable computed truncation error

per step.

PW the (N,N) single precision array for the Newton

convergence matrix.

IP an N-dimensioned integer array used in the LU

decomposition of PW.

KFLAG an output flag whose value is

1   if step was successful.

-1   if EPS could not be achieved for H = HMIN.

-2   if corrector would not converge for H 3 HMIN.

-3   if PW is nearly singular.

JSTART an input flag whose value is

0             on     fi rs t     c all.

1   on other calls.

On return, JSTART is set to the order of the method

to be used in the next step.

NQMAX the maximum order to be used. If only derivatives

of order up to 1, 2, 3, and 4 are available,

NQMAX  5 2,5,7,   and  11.

All variables are double precision real, except where noted.

Hull and Enri.ght   ["A  Structure for Programs that Solve Ordinary

Differential Equations," Report #66, Department of Computer Science, University

of Toronto, 1974] suggest that programs with long calling sequences such as D4

141
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.

and  DIFSUB  are more complicated  than many users  need  or want. Furthermore,

since D4 and DIFSUB are step-oriented and return after each step rather than at

the end of the desired interval of integration, they require more code in the

calling program than most users want to provide.  Therefore, three setup sub-

routines are being prepared to provide access to DIP'SUB and D4 with an interval

oriented calling sequence much like that suggested by Hull and Enright.  The

routines are VOA for the variable order Adams method in DIFSUB (MF=0), BDF for

the stiff backward differentiation formulas in DIFSUB with numerical differencing

of the PW arrays  (MF=2) , and AST for the higher derivative. A-stable stiff methods

of D4.

The calling sequence is

CALL XXX(N,T,Y,TEND,TOL,IND,YMAX,HMAX,H,EST,W,IC).

The arguments are:

N                  the number of equations in the system.

T                                                        the   independent   vari able.

Y                  an N-dimensioned array containing the values of

Y at T on calling and returning.

TEND the final value of T to which the routine will

attempt to integrate.

TOL the bound on the truncation error per unit step

for   VOA   and  per   step   for  BDF   and  AST.

IND an   indicator flag. On  input, its value  is

1   if the routine has not been called before,

2   if this is not the first call.

On output, its value is

2   if T = TEND and the integration was successful.

-15-



-1   if a calling error was made.

'

-2   if the answer could not be obtained for

H 3 HMIN, where HMIN is chosen to avoid significant

roundoff error.

YMAX as in DIFSUB and D4.

HMAX largest allowable stepsize  S   |TEND  - T| specified

by the user.

H                 the current stepsize.  H is set by the program and

is not initialized. Since  TEND. can  be  less  than  T,

H can be negative.

EST estimate of error in Y at T on output. It is not

an exact estimate of the truncation error, but an

indicator of its size.

W                     a working array which is subdivided by the calling

program to provide the arrays needed by DIFSUB or

D4.  Its dimension is 31 *N+1 for VOA,

31 *N+ (N*N+ 1)/2 for BDF, and

36 *N+ (N*N+ 1)/2 for AST.

IC an N-dimensioned integer array used in the LU

decomposition.

On the initial entry, the routine sets

HMIN = 10 * RREB * MAX(||YMAX||/TOL, |T|, |TEND|)

as  suggested by Hull and Enright. After an initial  call to DIFFUN, the routine

sets

H = (TOL/(E (Y'(J)/YMAX(J))2)1/2)1/2/1.2
3

161



as  suggested by Shampine and Gordon ["Some Numerical Experiments with DIFSUB",

Sandia Laboratories, 1973].  Y(I) is placed in W(13 * (I - 1) + 1), and the

initi al addresses   of the other arrays   that  will be stored  in  W are computed.

Then DIFSUB or D4 is called and the appropriate action is taken until T = TEND

or an error occurs.

These routines will be made available to campus users through the

Mathematics and Numerical Analysis Consultants for general use.

3.1.3 Periodic solutions of differential equations (M. L. Schweitzer)

The approximation of periodic solutions of first order differential

equations by Hermite interpolating polynomials was considered. For either the

nonautonomous equation y' = f(y,t) with known period T or the autonomous

equation y' = f(y) with unknown period T, we wish to find an approximation to

the solution z(t) of the form

n
z(t) = iro [ai+i(t) + Bi*i(t)] ts[O,T],

where 0. and *i are the Hermite basis functions defined by1

[1 - 2(t - ti)/(ti - ti-1))I(t - t   )/(t. - t )]2 te[t t]i-1 1 i-1 ' i-1'  i

.ti(t) = [1 - 2(t - ti)/(t. -·t   )][(t - t   )/(t. - t )]2. te[ti- t   ]1 i+1 i+1 1 i+1 ' i+1

0,                                                        t4(ti-1, ti+1),

(t - ti)[(t - ti-1)/(ti - ti-1)]2, te[ti-1, ti]

*i(t) =

(t - ti) [(t - ti+1)/(ti - ti+1)]2, tE[t.. t   ]l'  i+1

0,                                                      t4(ti-1, ti+1)

where ti = iT/n, i = 0, i, ..., n. Unlike the czib ic spline approximation which

-17-



has continuous first and second derivatives, this approximation has only a

continuous first derivative, but z(ti) = ai and z'(ti) = B..1
T'he   a's   and  B's   are   chos en to minimize   z'   -   f   in some sense. One

method for the nonautonomous case is to set Bi = f(ai, ti) and solve the n

nonlinear equations

Ii = fo T[z'(t) - f(z(t),t)]ti(t)dt = 0,    i = 1, 2, ..., n,

where aO = an for a periodic approximation.  In the autonomous case, we fix
the value of the solution at t = 0, let the period vary, and solve

Ii = fol[dz(TT)/dz - Tf(z(TT))]ti(TT)dT = 0,    i = 1, 2, ..., n

where T = t/T.

Some results obtained with this method are shown in Table 3.2.

Broyden's method was used to solve the system of nonlinear equations.  I I2
i

-6                                 i
converged within a tolerance of 10 for all cases except the Van der Pol

equation  with  11  =  2  and n  =  8.     In the autonomous  case, the first component

zl of z(0) was fixed at the correct value.

Another method is to treat the B's as unknowns and to solve in the

nonautonomous case the 2n nonlinear equations

Ii = fl [z'(t) - f(z(t), t)]ti(t)dt = 0,    i = 1, 2 , ..., n

I.   = f-T[z'(t) - f(z(t), t)]a.(t)dt = 0,    i = 1, 2, ..., n1+n           0                                                             1

where ai(t) maybe either Wi(t) or 14'i(t)  for all i. Similar equations result

for the. autenomo'us case as before. Some results for the Van der Pol equation

obtained with this method are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. As before, Broyden's

method was used with tolerance 10-6 and zl(0) was fixed at the correct value.
This method produces better results than the first but is far more costly.
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Furthermore, the initial approximation must be close to the solution for

convergence.

Table 3.2.  Results with a's unknown and B. = f(a., t.).1        11

dy t) = I-1 _11 y(t) + I2(inCC·)) + sin(t))1' T = 21 with solution y(t) = Isin(t) 1
COS(t)

n=4 n=8 n = 16

'7T.zl-) 1.0114450 1.0006459 1.00003962

.0032246 .0000437 .0000006

Z(7T) - .0024234 - .0001231 - .0000063

-1.0118076 -1.0006235 -1.0000369

Non-linear Autonomous System      (Van   der Pol's equation)

dy(t)   < Y2(t) ] where y(t) = [Yi(t)]  -=L
dt      U(1 - yl(t)2)y2(t) - yl(t) Y2(t)

U = .01

Correct Value n=4 n=8 n = 16

T 6.2832246 5.5473399 6.1388451 6.2457700

Z(0) 2.0000010 2.0000010 2.0000010 2.0000010

0.0 - .8718234 - .4751416 - .2577828

z(T/4) . 0099998 - .8742670 - .4999938 - .2469411

-1.9998927 -1.9947488 -2.02.5455 -2.0042566
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u = .5

Correct Value n=4 n=8 n = 16

T .6.3806758 4.8516562 6.1649999 6.3349670

Z(0) 2.0024879 2.0024879. 2.0024879 2.0024879

0.0 .9962939 - .0864347 - .0490684

z(T/4) .4786445 .8703284 .7832563 .4656385

-1.7614052 -2.2731397 -1.7967404 -1.7388033

U = 2.0

Correct Value n=4 n = 16

T 7.6298744 3.5033533 7.1577767

Z(0) 2.0198914 2.0198914 2.0198914

0.0 1.3639849 .3204383

z(T/4) 1.2707498 .8545531 1.3876230

- .6411461 -3.1244306 - .7869738

\
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Table 3,3.  Results for Van der Pol's equation with

the a's and B's unknown and a. = x..11

U = .01

n=4 n=B n = 16

T
6.2836952 6.2832757 6.2832353

Z(0) 2.0000010 2.0000010 2.0000010

- 1.2172206 .0437535 .0114943

Z'(0) - .8336265 - .2810100 -  ..0730923

-12.9530556 -12.6451063 -12.5848480

z(T/4) - .1122822 - .0336866 -  .0014856

- 2.0016608 22.0005529 - 2.0000650

z'(T/4) -13·0136266 -12.6582105 -12.5874918

.4909216 .07292783 -  . 1189963

u = .5

n=4 n=8 n = 16

T 6.3733173 6.3805116 6.3806897

Z(0) 2.0024879 2.0024879 2.0024879

.2518733 - .0489271 .0070073

Z'(0) - .2418706 - .4007936 .0067879

1,-20.4886980 -11.2160158 -12.7842909

z(T/4) .6757263 .4389613 .4852132

- 1.6712970 - 1.7858695 - 1.7568606

'z'(T/4) - 9.6235439 -11.38716197 -11.2032644

-14.8033780 - 6.7822695 -   7.4110552
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U = 2.0

n=4 n=8 n. = 16

T 6.6373478 7.1267601
did not
converge

Z(0) 2.0198914 2.0198914

- ·3291445 .2175519

Z'(0) - 9.5786436 -12.2101462

-30.9449896 -49.6619360

z(T/4) 1.2698204 1.3363900

- 1.1796566 -  .7887515

z'(T/4) - 4.5945431 -  6.6330372

-46.5217015 -62.6958565

Table 3.4. Results for Van der Pol's equation with

the a's and B's unknown and a. = |x.|.11

U = .01

n=4 n=8 n = 16

T 6.2697298 6.2823574 6.2831673

Z(0) 2.0000010 2.0000010 2.0000010

·3801186 - .0612201 .0159724

Z'(0) 2.4138504 - .3886873 .1000346

-12.8872367 -12.5903051 -12.5707168

z(T/4) .38566822 _ .0507528 .0260006

- 1.9966099 - 2.0008535 - 1.9996515

z'(T/4) -12.7473137 -12.5903050 -12.5654955

- .2.6287038 .1838686 - .2898793
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u = .5

n=4 n=8 n = 16

T 6.3078331 6.3799955
did not
converge

Z(0) 2.0024879 2.0024879

. 4900229 -  .1254262

Z'(0) 2.6342319 -  .9833251

-20.1824383 -10.9754211

z(T/4) .6873434 .3855402

- 1.7362069 - 1.8335508

z'(T/4) - 1.04816250 -11.5845895

-10.0345472 - 7.5135639

li  =  2.0

n=4 n=8 n = 16

di d  not
T 7.7333466 7.6232314

converge

Z(0) 2.0198914 2.0198914
.

1.0796619 .1901796

Z'(0) 7.3397170 .6901781

-82.5851924 -17.5735492

z(T/4) 1.4172531 1.3316928

- .4655768 -  .6161603

z'(T/4) - 3.3330341 - 4.7149290

- 7.5009882 -28.5218106
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3.1.4.    Global error for ordinary differential equations (B. Link)

The problem under investigation is finding a representation of the

global error in the numerical solution of a differential equation in terms of

the parameter 6 controlling the integration program.  Usually 6 is a bound on

the estimated local error per (unit) step.

We considered solving the autonomous system of equations

Y, = f(Y), y(0) = YO

using a kth-order Taylor's method, and choosing the stepsize hn so that the

norm of the principal part of the local error per unit step is constant, that

is

u 6h  = h f   (yn)/(k+1)1,
k+1  (k)

n n n

where 6 is real and fixed and ||un|| = 1. We showed assuming that f is

sufficiently differentiable and ||f(k)   4 0 that the error En = y(tn) - Yn

has the form

E  = 6 e(tn) + 0(h6)n

where h = max{h } and e satisfiesnn

e' = f (y)e +  ,Y

where

(k)(t) = f   (y(t))/||f(k)(y(t))11.

We also considered solving the system

y' = f(y,t)

with a method for which (1) the stepsize hn satisfies 0<h.  S h S h < 00,min n max

(2) the global error en = 0(h   ), (3) hnen = 0(6n)' where 6n is the local error,max

and (4)  u  = 6n/|16n| |  = u(tn)  + 0(hmax) .   Then if hn is chosen so that

hn6 = 16n|'
24-



where 6 is real and fixed, the global error has the form

En = 6e(tn) + 0(hn6)

where e satisfies

e' = f (y,t)e + u.

The assumptiohs can generally bc satisfied for a method of fixed order, and in

fact one can obtain additional terms in higher powers of 6 of the expansion of

E .  There are problems, however, when the order is varied.
n

Finally we began an emperical study  of the error behavior for DIFSUB,

a code which varies both stepsize and order. Several problems were integrated

with a range of values for the parameter EPS, which DIFSUB uses as a bound for

the estimated local error per step. The logarithm of the global error was

plotted as a function of the logarithm of EPS (denoted by A on the plots) and

time.  If the error is essentially proportional to a power of 8 then the

t = constant profiles should be straight lines.

The plots for the problem

y - - - y2' Yl(0) = 1,

Y2 = Yl' Y2(0) = 0,

-3      -7                          -7      -11follow. A ranges from 10 to 10   in Figure 3.1 and from 10 to 10    in

Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3 presents the order of the formulas used by DIFSUB as

-7      -11
A ranged from 10 to 10 .  Even for this simple problem, the error is not

generally proportional to a power of A even when A is made quite small.  The

error is proportional to A only when the order is constant. The behavior for

other problems was worse.

Future work will include examining modified versions of DIFSUB which
p+1

either control the error per unit step or keep the error per step 5 (EPS) P ,
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where  p  is the order. The error for methods based on variable coe fficient

formulas which optimize the formula coefficients at each step will also be

studied.
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3.2 Graphical Support Programs

3.2.1 Automatic knot selection algorithms for graphical output   (W. L. Chung)

1.        Knot-D with extended interval

The inclusion of extra sample points beyond the current subinterval

in the discrete error norm produced much better results. n fact, the extended

interval algorithm KNOT-De worked very nicely for those examples for which

KNOT-D failed.

The idea arose  from the consj de. rat.ion  of the analogy between  the

scheme   and the bending of elasti ca through   a  set of supports or knots. If all

the supports are initially specified and are workless constraints, then the

cubic spline is the smoothest curve through the supports.  However, our approxi-

mation is subject to more constraints since the bending process is one-sided,

the slope at each knot being fixed wihhout knowledge of the remaining knots

ahead.  Hence the use of extra sample points beyond the current knot yields a

Slope better accomodated to the knots ahead.

The   analys is of KNOT-D was first performed   for the continuous   casee

because it is simple and provides insight into the discrete case.

Stability of KNOT-De.  Let ah be the length of the extra interval.

The stability parameter Xe' defined by
h+ah h+ah

Ae E fo a(x)8(x)dx/fo 82(x)dx,
satisfies

Ae = -0.75[1 - 35a3/(1 - 48 + loa2 + 1583)].

The graph of Xe (Figure 3.4) shows that A  = 0 for a = 0.35, A  = -0.75 for

a = 0 as expected, and lim X  = 1. Clearly the proper choice of a wille
a-+00

significantly improve the stability of the algorithm.
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Figure 3.4.  Stability parameter Xe.

Error.analysis of KNOT-D .
e

4
Lemma.  If y e C (I), then

|yj - E (x.)1 6 Ee ||7(4)11  113e J 100            '

where

%e =  2Ief(t*) - Ief(0) - Ief(1)1

+ ( a/( 1 + a) ) 5 ( 105a3 + 2 40 a2 + 140a) / ( 19 2( 15a2 - 15 a + 1) ),

t

I  = fl [(1 - T)2 + /2 - me(T)] dr,ef
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and t* is the root of the integrand of Ief lying between 0 and 1.

The expression for   is rather messy because the integrand in Ief
changes sign in [0,1] for some values of a. The values of Ke

obtained by

numerical quadrature are shown in Figure 3.5.

4
Lemma.  If y   C (I), then

|y     -  m      E     y l   -  Pyj 1   5  Ke   I
ly oo      max'11 (4)11  h4

where Ke = Ke/(1 + Ae)

The values of K  are shown in Figure 3.6.
e

4
Theorem.  If y E C (I), then

I l y-   PY|  1-   5    (Ke/4   +   1/384)    1 1              1 1.  h:4aX·

Since K is minimized and X  is near zero for a & 0.3, it is reasonable
e                       e

to  conclude  that the optimum extra interval length is approximately  0.3h.

1                                                      9
-

-                                     K

3.Ke                                3- e

2                                                            50 a

1                                                         R

/                                                         5

2                                                         2
-

2                                                         9
- -

:
- -

1                                                         2
0                                                         :

a'                                                    A

./. &5 -78 1 Z I.. , M '.90 8.76 /00 .&00 ea . SO in LI       / .5 s.9 I.'s

Figure 3.5. Error coefficient K . Figure 3.6.  Error coefficient K .
e                                                         e
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2.        Analysis of·discrete algorithms

A similar analysis can be carried out for the discrete algorithms

i which are used in the computer programs . Tests have confirmed the results of

this analysis.

Stability of discrete KNOT-D. The stability parameter is

n-1 n„· 1 n-1 11-1

X=  I  w a(x )8(x )/  E  wj82(x ) = -E  w uj3(1-uj)3/  E  wiuj4(1-uj)2,
j=2 j=2 j=2 j-2  v

where the x. lie in the current interval (x .x ) and w. = x./(x   -x )
J                               i'i+1       J    J   i+1  i '

The condition |A| < 1 is necessary for the stability of the algorithm.  This

condition is not always satisfied. For example, consider Figure 3.7. Clearly

r
:

:.
-

R.
-

/ -                        
     -aB

:-

f                           82
*

-
-

4.

2 -

:.
... e.0 . .6        . . , ... 49              1 4 9   W                      0.00

-

Figure 3.7.  aB and 82.
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for a single interior Point 112, |Al can be arbitrarily large if 112 is close to

0.    The  behavior  of  A  for an arbitrary  set of weights and points is difficult

to ascertain. However, the special case of equidistant points with equal

weights is trivial.  Here

n-1 n-1
A= -E  (j-1)3(n-j)3/  E  (j-1)4(n-j)2

j=2 j=2            '

and A + -0.75 as n + = as expected. This result is Obviously true for all

equidistributed sequences {uj} with equal weights.  Typical values of A for

equidistant points are given below.

n 3 4 5 6 7 8
A(n) -1.00 -0.800 -0.766 -0.756 -0.753 -0.752

Stability of discrete KNOT-De. The stability parameter  is

n+m n+m
Ae = -E  w.#.3(1-Uj)3/  E  w.u.4(1-u )2

j=2 j=2
33 J J 3,

where m is the number of extra points and p  > 1 for j > n. Since the termsj
in the numerator for uj > 1 are opposite in sign to those for p  < 1, | Ae   may
be    less   than    |A |. However,    if   A   is already small, the additional terms   may

increase its magnitude.                                  '

This   improvement is illustrated  by  the   case of adding   a s ingle point

u    = ah to a set of equidistant u's.  A (n) for n = 3 and - is plotted inn+1 e

Figure 3.8. . Recall that A (3) and A (oo) are -1 and -0.75.
Figure 3.9 shows Ae(3) (data points  12 and,un+1 = ah) for various u2

and reveals that A  =0 for .25 <a< .3 for any u2.  Hence it is possible toe

transform an unstable algorithm into a stable one by the addition of extra
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sample points.
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Figure 3.9.  Ae(3) for various w2.

The values of A and Xe for a realistic example (Example 1) are listed
in Table 3.5.

\
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Table  .3.5.     ·Comparison   of   X   and   X   .
e

Subinterval       X           X           ae

(0.1   - 5,
-0.75212 -0.31 0.20315

0.928 - 4)

(0.928 = 4,
-0.75334 -0.35604 0.19338

0.208 - 3)

(0.208 - 3,
-0.76421 -0.34716 0.19596

0.355 - 3)

(0.594 - 3,
-0.75137 -0.26752 0.21224

O.856 - 3)

(0.846 - 3,
-0.. 85333 0.11753 0.34087

0.159 - 2)

(0.159 - 2,
-0.74637 0.72609 2.6509

0.458 - 2)

3. KNOT-DD (nonlinear interpolation)

The. tests of
KNOT-De revealed one critical problem - too many points

'are used where the curve is nearly linear but very steep. The    obvious    reas on

is that the error e=y-P y can be very large even though the curves y and

Py are visually indistinguishable.

To overcome this problem, a new scheme KNOT-DD was developed and

proved to be effective for such portions of curves. In this scheme, m. is
a

chosen to minimize the following sum of squares.

D= I (y  - Py )2/(1 + (P,yj)2) + w(m  - s)2.j
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Here s is the slope of the line passing through the end points of the curve y.

Solving the equation BD(m.)/3m. = 0 yields
J      J

mj =s-E (y  - Py ) [-28(x ) (1 + (P'y )2)
J

- 2(y  - Pyj) P'yj B'(xj)]/(2w[1 + (P'yj) 1 ),
·2 2

This nonlinear equation for m  is solved using Steffensen's method with the

I initial estimate of m. obtained·from KNOT-D .
J                                 e

4.        Adaptive scheme

While KNOT-DD was superior to KNOT-De on steep portions  of a curve,
KNOT-D was superior on smooth sections.  Since their advantages seem to bee

mutually exclusive, we decided to combine them into an adaptive scheme which

applies each algorithm only on the appropriate portions of curves.

Since the Steffensen iteration in KNOT-DD requires the slope m .

produced by KNOT-D ' the increase in overhead  is  not very large. However,

the savings in storage and processing time are significant.

5.        Experimental results

The algorithms were tested on the following examples.

1.

4
y' = -10 {y - sin x - tanh 104(x-A/2)} + cos x + 104sech 104(x-#/2)

Y(0) = 0

2.  (Pulse transformer):

-7.48ty' = 7.48(1-y) - 22.3(0.325cos 22.3t - sin 22.3t)e t<2

y, = -14.96(0.0728+y) + 44.6(0.325 cos 44.6(t-2)

- sin 44.6(t-2))e                                       t>2
-14.96(t-2)

Y(0) = 0 -38 



\

3.  (Fast-rise current switch):

y' = -5.ox1O5 3 + v/6.xio-5

V =  0.0, t < 0.1

+6.0, t > Q.1

-6.0, t > 0.2

Y(0) = 0

4.  (Transformer):

-38tY, = 0.89{-16ly - 158.8cos 10Ot + 103.542sin 10Ot - 123(0.16e

+ 1.16e     )}
-284t

Y(0) = 0

5.    (Double-differentiator) :

3      . -lotY' = -loy + 10 (1-1Ot)e.

Y(0) = 0

6.

y(w)   = jw(1-w2+.ljw)(1-w2 /9+0.Oljw) /{ ( jw )2( 1-w2/9+0.Oljw)

(1-w2+0.ljw)(1-w2/9+0.Olw)2 +.0..1(jw)3 +

O.ljw(1-w2+0.ljw)(1-w2/9+0.Oljw) }

The electronic circuits from which Examples 2 through 5. are derived are shown

in Figure 3.10.  All data was gener*ted by solving the 2ifferential equations

using DIFSUB, except in Example 6 in which equidistant sample points were used.

The , output curves are shown in Figure  3.11.

Table 3.6 lists the number of knots required by
KNOT-De' KNOT-DD,

and the adaptive scheme to satisfy the tolerance EPS - 10-3(3 x 10-4 for

Example 3).  The percentage figures listed give the percentage of the original

storage require d to represent   the   data   ( two words   are   us ed   at   each  knot   to

store the ordinate and slope).  Thus if 10 knots are selected from 100 input

sample points, the storage requifed is reduced to 20% of the original.
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Table 3.6.  Comparison of algorithms.

# data AdaptiveKNOT-D KNOT-DDpoints           e                      scheme.

32         24Ex. 1 209                                  15
(31%) (23%) (14.4%)

32Ex. 2 367                   37             32
(17·5%) (20%) (18%)

Ex. 3 398 28 6  8
(14%) (3%) (4%)

Ex. 4 358
60           26           ** 60/329 **

(33 4%) (14.5%) (36%)

Ex. 5 120
12           22             10

(20%) (36.7%) (17%)

Ex. 6 201 27 * 60/79 * 21
(27%) (152%) (2i%)

*   KNOT-DD did a very poor job fo2 the nearly flat portion of

the curve.

**  Only 33 knots out of 358 input points (18%) were necessary

to reproduce the original curve·with EPS = 10 ; the other
-2

examples, except Example 3, also could be handled properly

3with EPS larger than 10

3.2.2 Operating systems (.L. .Lopez)

SPACT

Several errors in the programming of SPACT have been corrected. Two

features have been added:

1)  Automatic recovery from an out of storage situation.  When SPACT
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determines that it has insufficient storage to allocate .a buffer for reads

from the, PDP-8 instead of crashing immediately (as had been coded), it now.

attempts to execute any programs which have been requested.

If such a program frees a read buffer or any o.ther storage outside

of the swap area SPACT may. then have enough space to allocate the read buffer

and· thus avoid the crash.

2)  All storage free d will be cleared to C'FREE'. All memory links

have  their  last word cleared to. C'LINK', except   for the first  whi ch  will  be

cleared to C'BASE'. All storage allocated will be cleared·to C'USED'. (This

last is not yet implemented.)

The purpose of this feature is to shorten dumps (which will save

paper) and increase the readability of such dumps .

BATCH, the batch runner of SPACTOBJ seems to perform perfectly.

SPACT, the remote runner of SPACTOBJ, was little   used this quarter.

01 d  PLW

A few bugs were corrected.

New PLW

Preliminary work has begun on the scanner for the new version of

PLW.

3.2.3 Testing GLOBAL (N. Abramovitz)

Work is being  done. to collect data about GLOBAL Phd. The program

contains two methods for generating equation trees dealing  with  I  variables.

The analysis data consists of a count of the number of assembler instructions

generated to process the network equations  for each class   ( see DCL Report

No. 444) and also the size of the equation,block. Code was inserted into the

programs COMP and PlDR which do the actual generation.  GLOBAL was modified
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to   support   the   new data management   rout ines in GRASS.       As the processing   of

the networks progressed bugs showed up in the GRASS system.  In the monitor

program SPACT, the routine to recover when no core is available had a program-

ming  error .    GLOM,  the file management program had problems  when data blocks

from the PDP-8 were split.  These problems were corrected immediately.  A

problem which took some time to trace down was in WEED; the first node got

chained to itself. This problem was caused by a switch not being set correctly

to reflect what the tree represents. The   most    re cent    prob lem   i s    that    s ome

blocks sent from the PDP-8 to the 360 were invalid. Some of these blocks were

corrected by recreating them. T'he others will be analyzed to find out what is

wrong   with     them.

3.3 User Oriented Software

3.3.1 Network Analysis (T. Runge)

The Network Analysis package being written in PLW consists of three

processes:

1)  The Input Routine. This routine reads the input cards which

define the user's network, translates the data from a pseudo-PDP-8 format

into a PLW format, and interprets the data to create PLW data structures

representing the network.

The input routine was completed during the first quarter of 1974.

It and the data structures it creates are described in the quarterly technical

progress report for that period.

2)     The Network Travers al. This consists   of a pre-end order traversal

of the tree-like structure of pictures and subpicture instances which is the

user's network.  This traversal produces an intermediate representation of the

network equations.
\
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The preorder ·visit routine, Visit  Down, and portions  of the endorder

visit routine, Visit Up, were completed during the first quarter of 1974.

These   are des cribed  in the quarterly technical progress report   for that perio d.

During the second quarter of 1974, the intermediate representation of

equations has been redesigned and procedures fbr checking the syntax of equations

and  building the intermediate representation  have been coded. This completes

the Visit Up routine and the Network Traversal.  The intermediate representation

and the procedures coded during this quarter are described below.

3)      The Output Routine Builder. This process classifies vari ables   by

the frequency at which their values must be recomputed and forms the -three

FORTRAN output subroutines:

a)  Sl - assignment statement5 for variables whose values are fixed

globally.

b)  S2 - assignment statements for variables whose values change

only at changes ih the time step.

c)  DIFFUN - equations which involve variables whose values change

more frequently than the time step.

The  ceding  of the Output Routine Builder  has been completed. during

the second quarter of 1974.  This routine is described below.

Intermediate Representation

The intermediate representation of equations consists of a forest of

trees, each tree representing an equation. The equations are rooted at their

=  operators  and are linked into the forest by special  ' end' operators  as

depicted below:

= end/end- ... 

-<end-Il./--

XX
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The tree nodes are of four types, each with its own node format.

The type of a node is specified by the first field which contains a code.
These node formats.  are   depi cted below:

Function Node Operator Node

CODE CODE

FUNCTION NAME to left subtree
(

to end of argument

list     0 to right subtree

>
to argument subtree

<

to argument subtree

< --    0 6- Variable Leaf

CODE

flag on if
Numerical Leaf

differentiated
CODE

to symbol table
number in source entry •           >

The unary operators, unary  -  and  (,  have  null left links . Unary  +,

the differentiation operator ', and the delimeters ) and , do not appear in the
intermedi ate representation. Unary + is extraneous. The differentiation

operator is encoded in the variable leaf.  Right parenthesis can be inserted

when a left parenthesis node is visited in endorder during generation of source
from the intermediate representation. Commas can be inserted between function

arguments at the same time.
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Synt ax,  An alys i s

The analysis of equation syntax is performed by the procedure SYNA,.

which also acts as a driver for the intermediate representation builder INTBLD.

SYNA aborts the building of an intermediate.representation for any equation

found.to have.a syntax error, although syntax analysis continues and attempts'

to  find all syntax  errors  in  each  equation.

SYNA is· a two state finite automation which passes operand-operator

i pairs to INTBLD until an error is found or the 'end' operator is encountered.

The special cases in which an operator is sent alone to INTBLD are the operators·

unary -,. unary  +,  left and right parenthesis, comma, and functions. Unary +

is simply ignored by INTBLD while comma and right parenthesis (which do not

appear in the intermediate representation) are used by.INTBLD to direct the

construction of the trees.

Intermediate Representation Builder

Each time it is called, INTBLD is passed an operand (possibly null)-

operator pair. INTBLD first builds the nodes for the input operand and operator.

Then it uses operator precedence and an operator stack of pointers to operator

and function nodes to place these nodes into the tree structure of the inter-

mediate representation.

While the stack precedence (stack precedence of the operator on top

of the stack) is greater than or equal to the input operator precedence, the

input operand is attached as the right subtree of the operator on top of the

stack, the subtree rooted at that operator becomes the input operand, and the

stack is popped.

This process is terminated when the input operator precedence becomes

greater than the stack precedence.  Then one of the following three steps is

performed:
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a)  if the input operator is ',' - attach the function argument

subtree which is the input operand to the function node which is on top of the

stack.

b)   if the input operator is  ' ) ' - either attach argument subtree

to function node as above or attach parenthesized expression subtree as right

subtree of left parenthesis node which is on top of the stack.  Then pop the

top node from the stack to be the input operand when INTBLD is called next.

c)·    i f the input operator  is any other operator - attach the input

operand as the left subtree of the input operator and place the input operator

on top of the stack.

The operator precedences used by INTBLD are:

input stack
operator precedence precedence

end                 0              -

11

function                                              9                                                  2

3                  -

)                                                   4                                   -

(                                              9                                3

-,+                  5              5

*,/                  6              6

**, unary -          8              7

These precedences produce the usual precedence and association of

arithmetic 6perators and delimeters while causing the 'end' node to be the

root of each tree and the '=' node to be the left son of the root.

Output Routine Builder

The network analysis package classifies all variables and parameters

into one of the following classes:     \
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variable
type description

0               constant value.

1               value set globally before each run.

2 value changes only when time is incremented.

3               value may change more frequently than time.  Has linear

coefficients only.

4               value may change more frequently than time.  Has non-linear

coefficients.

After the network traversal, each variable has been assigned type 0,

1, 2, or 3. Vari ables which   are set equal to constants   in some equation receive

type 0.  Parameters from the user's outer network receive type 1.  The predefined

variable TIME receives type 2.  All other variables receive type 3.  Also at

this  point, the intermediate representation conslsts  of a single forest  with

the trees representing all equations linked into it.

Next all equations in the intermediate representation are processed

to find those which will comprive the output subroutines Sl and S2. These are

the    equations   whi ch contain a single   type   3   vari able which   is not differentiated

and is not a function argument or an operand of an exponentiation operation.

Such equations are passed to the routine GTASG along with the direction

from the root of the equation to the leaf for the type 3 variable.  GTASG alters

the tree structure of the equation to isolate the type 3 variable on the left

side, forming an assignment statement.

If the equation contains a type 2 variable then the type 3 variable

also receives type 2 and the assignment statement is linked into a forest of

assignment statements for subroutine S2.  Otherwise the type 3 variable receives

type 1 and the assignment statement is linked into a forest of assignment state-
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ments for subroutine Sl. In   either   case, the equation is remove d   from  the

original forest.

The entire original forest is processed repeatedly in this manner

until   no more equati ons are found which satisfy the conditions.       This is necessary

because   type   3 vari ables are being reclassified   as   type   1   or 2 variables    and

this may cause equations  whi ch originally  did not satisfy the conditions  to

satisfy them at a later time.

The assignment statements appear in the forests for Sl and S2 in the

same order in which the equations from which they came were found to satisfy

the  conditions .   Thus when they are executed in this same order, the right hand
\

side of each assignment statement will involve only variables whose values have

been set either as constants, globally, by the time step (S2 only), orby a

previous assignment statement in the same subroutine.

When this process is completed, the original forest is processed

once more· to determine which type 3 variables should receive type 4.  Any type 3
variable which is differentiated, is a function argument, or has a variable

cobfficient of type 3 or 4 receives type 4.

At this point all variable types have been assigned and the three

forests are traversed by the routine OUTGEN to generate the source text for

the three output subroutines  Sl,  S2, and DIFFUN.

This postorder traversal requires the recovery of the source text

for operators from their operator codes, and the insertion of commas and right

parenthesis a,t the appropriate places. These operations are very simple and

we will not discuss them in detail here. It is also necessary to do some special

handling of the equations for DIFFUN and to generate output names for the

variables. These operations are described below.

Unlike the assignment statements of Sl and S2, the equations of DIFFUN\
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are   to be simultaneous ly satisfied.      Thus   they are numbered and their   form

slightly
'

altered. For example   if   the   nth such equation   is

left side = right side

OUTGEN generates the assignment statement

DY(n) = left side -.(right side).

Then the numerical package can operate on these assignment statements

until all of' the DY's become 0 and thus all of the equations are satisfied.

To·  reduce the number   of vari ables which   must be handled  by   the

numerical package only one output variable name is generated and used for each

ring   of equi valent vari ables    in the symbol table. (See Quarterly Technical

Progress Report for first quarter of 1974 for description of symbol table

equivalence rings.)  The output variable names are array elements.  The array

used is determined by the type of the variable. The array indices are assigned

sequentially as ·output' names are generated. The forms of the output variable·

.                       names   are:

G(NG) for type 1 variables where NG is the index assigned

T(NT) for type 2 variables where NT is the index asSigned

YL(NYL) for type 3 variables where NYL is the index assigned

Y(1,NY) for type 4 variables

Y(2,NY) for derivatives·of type 4 variables where NY is the index'as6igned

Type 0 variables appear in the output routines as constants and thus

have no output names.

Each time a variable, V, is encountered in the generation of the

output routines, OUTGEN determines  both the variable, VB, which marks  the

beginning of the symbol table equivalence ring on which V lies, and -the sigh,

S, between V and VB.
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If  VB  has not ·already been assigned an output  name,   it is assigned
one at this point.  Note that if V and VB are type 0 variables then VB is linked
to a constant string and this string is VB's output name.  Now the variable V
is   represented  in the output subroutine  by VB's output name. (A - is inserted
before this output name if the sign S is negative.)

At this time the network analysis package is entirely coded. During
the next quarter, work will proceed on two fronts:

1) ·Compiling the package on the presently uncertain PLW Compiler
and debugging it.

2)  Coding a routine to print, upon request, a network map.  This
map would depict the item-by-item structure of the user's network and list all
connected rings of terminals,  all  sets of equivalent variables by their input
names along with the output variable name used for the ring, and all output
assignment statements for the three output subroutines.

3.4 Satellite Processor Software and Hardware

3.4.1 CMREQ - Core management for GRAPHICS interpreter (R. Whyte)

CMREQ is that section of the PDP-8 resident code which handles the
placement, addition and removal of files and interprets segments  in  core.    A
general background of the implementation may be found in the third quarter
report of 1973, pp. 65 - 66.  The following serves to update previous writeups

and give a detailed explanation of the program's structure and use.

To  begin  with core space   is   divi ded  by a basic unit called  a  file.
The file is composed of a nine word header followed by its data which are divided
further into blocks and entries within those blocks. There are two types of
files: interpreter segments  and user files which, although treated externally
as  the same, contain di fferent headers. The first five words   of all files  look

\
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like this:

POINTER TO ALLOCATED END OF FILE FILDSP

FORWARD LINK TO NEXT FILE FRNTPT

BACKWARD LINK TO PREVIOUS FILE BACKPT

LAST REFERENCE NUMBER I,STREF

WRITE MODIFICATION AND CORE LOCK FLAG WRTFLG

These words contain the necesdary information to implement the link list and

LRU aspects of the core management scheme. The  next four. words differ  in  User

and Interpreter files. These.are as follows:

USER INTERPRETER

ACTIVE FILE # | USERID FLUSID SEGMENT EXTENSION

CONSOLE NUMBER FLCONS NAME LETTERS 1 AND 2

TYPE FLTYPE NAME LETTERS 3 AND 4

#   DATA   WORDS   IN   FILE · FILUSE NAME LETTERS 5 AND 6

These words are either self explanatory or are as they were explained in the

third quarter, 1973 report with the exception of changes to LSTREF, WRTFLG, and

FILUSE.

The last reference number (LSTREF) will lie within the range

1008 s LSTREF   5  77768' An empty   fi le (i.e. , free core space) has a LSTREF of ,

77778

The write modify ·flag now serves a number of purposes. It identifies

user and interpreter files,· signals  when  a file should be written  out  to  disk,

and  enables  a  file  to be "locked"  into core. WRTFLG  is  set when ·the file space

is allocated. The flag is set as follows:
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0    EMPTY SPACE

1    USER FILE PREVIOUSLY WRITTEN OUT

2    INTERPRETER SEGMENT

3    USER FILE NOT PREVIOUSLY WRITTEN OUT

The lock flag is set by negating the flag. In this way the flag meaning is

maintained and empty space cannot be locked in.

FILUSE has simply been changed to be a word count of actual data

as opposed to a pointer to the end of the data.

Calling Sequence

CMREQ is called  by s etting various   data   into   the CM parms   area.

These parameters also serve as the IR parms reflecting the close tie between

these routines. The parameters are on page 0 and are referred to as follows:

CMCLOC pointer to the first word of data in the file.

CMBANK core bank in which file resides.

NAME12 file name

NAME34 file name

NAME56 file name

CMACTN active file number

CMUSID user ID

CMCONN console

CMLENG length of data in file

Presently there are seven functions performed by the routine.  These

functions are enabled by passing the appropriate function number in the accumu-

lator when the call to CMREQ is made. The functions are:

CMSTAT = 0 charge back status

CMRENA = 1 rename current file

CMGFIL = 2 get active file into core
\
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CMGIPS = 3 get interpreter segment into core

CMCREA = 4 create: space for a file

CMCNG  = 5    change length of file

CMDELE = 6 delete active file

CMREFN = 7 update last reference number

Each call requires certain of the CM parms to be·set and results in others

being updated as a result of the call.  In case of error (say deleting a non-

existent file) CMREQ jumps directly   to the error   rout ine.

The fun ctions   are best described  in the order in which .one might

call the program to process a file.  Initially one would create space for the

file.

CMCREA

To create space·  for 'a file it is necessary to set CMLENG to the

needed length and CMACTN, CMUSERID, and CMCONN to their appropriate values.

The proper CMCLOC and CMBANK will be set and the file header initialized.  At

this point CMCLOC and CMBANK are asswned to be current.  When it happens that

the file either shrinks or grown from its original allocation one calls:

CMCNG

To change the length' of the file it is necessary to set CMLENG to

the new length. Should the file need to be renamed under a different active

file number call:

'

CMRENA

To change the active file number one sets the new number into the

CMACTN word. Each time a file is referenced one should call:

CMREFN

To update the last reference number. In order to reference a previous

active file it is necessary to call:
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UTILITIES

RESET            19
- YESSCAN FOR

« EMPTY 7  2 ·(,='= 1LSTREF<7777 \»/
NO

YES REDUCE IT ,*"- -"*.- YES (RETURN \FOUND? D BY
< FOUND? 1 *    ACC00 J1008 FACTOR 0-. \-'NO

NO

V

CREATE
YESRESET

I   TEMPORARYMODIFIED?COUNTER NAME

NO

./

WRITE TO
INITFL DISK

RETURN
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UTILITIES

INITFL
1                                                                                                               -

FILUSE=1 . ACC=0GET PARMS YES
FROM CALL

NO

WRTFLG=0 =-1             D
YES SET SCAN

CONTIGUOUS

NO                       

.r

LSTREF=-1 POINT TO
NEXT FILE

1

'

YES
FLUSID=0

THIS BANK          *    BANKS

DONE SWITCH

NO
- .4

 Dj NO FOUND
VALUE? - DONE ALL? 5

NO -0----
YES YES

SET RETURN
+1
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|
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1
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.
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9
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V
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611111           221
T                                             I

SCAN INCREMENT
FOR NAME REFCNT

'

-  \ YES /   \ IPS
« FOUND? 2 .  F OVERFLOW / I        RESET

1
NO NO'·

0

DE T,ETE
POSSIBLE

SET REFNUM
DISK

TEMPORARY

.

CMDONE
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CMREQ FUNCTIONS

CMSTAT CMRENA CMGFIL CMGIPS

DELETE
NEGATE POSSIBLE SEARCH CORE

SCAN FOR
EXTENSIONWRTFLG DISK FOR FILE IN CORE    'TEMPORARY

( CMDONE  
RESET YES            -             /       \   N

O i

FLUS ID                                                                                                                           »11.1                                         1

- FOUND?   «
FOUNDS 2.

»S
i

CREATE
SET FLCONS TEMPORARY

TEST REST

NAME OF NAME

6'

WRTFLG=3 GETFIL - FOUND? >

  YES
i-

I'

1

UPDATE
WRTFLG=l REFNUM\-9

SET FLUSID

B

;

UPDATE
REFNUM
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CMGFIL

To locate a file it is necessary that CMACTN, CMUSID, and CMCONN

be set to the file desired. The return will update CMCLOC and CMBANK. Finally,

to delete a file from active status call:

CMDELE

To delete the core and any disk temporary occurrences of the file.

The one interpretar segment call brings the segment from the disk and places

it in core.

CMGIPS

The six letter name must be set in NAMEl-6 and the extension in

CMACTN. Upon return CMCLOC and CMBANK are set to point to the file.

With these seven functions and those of IR all necessary filing

requirements should be covered.

CMREQ.·program details

Behind the seven basic functions lie an array of utility and functional

routines which act, often invisibly, to achieve efficient and virtual use of

that core which is available.

3.4.2 Plorts Interface to PDP8 (A. Whaley)

The program (PDPBINTF) is divided into parts as follows:

1         Initialization

2    Main wait and timer exit

3             Logic for PLORTS /batch communication

4    Attention handler - reinstates timer,

starts read, cancels batch transmissions

5    Read section

6    Resource management
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7    Write section

8   Requests - input

9    Requests - output

10 Requests - special

11    Terminal command processor

PDP8 to PLORTS interface

It·has been decided to assign the PDP8 permanently to PLORTS for the

purposes of communication.  360 jobs that use the PDP8 will now communicate

indirectly through PLORTS.  All jobs currently running may continue to run, and

the added facility will exist to be able to use the PLORTS timesharing system

or EXPRESS with FILED output td provide processing power for graphics. Fairly

small graphics programs run interactively in timesharing will enjoy immedi ate

'service, although the capability will not approach that of the PDP10 now connected

to the PDP8. PLORTS currently supports a number of interface programs,  each  of

which handles one remote minicomputer serving some number of timesharing terminals.

The   program des cribed   here  will be added to PLORTS   to   handle   the PDP8 which   can

serve· eight graphics terminals.

Initialization

On  entry Rl points  ·to  an  ECB in PLORTS. A COMM macro   is   use d  to

generate three principle communication ECB 's  and to notify PLORTS of their

location through its ECB at Rl.  The PDP8 DCB is opened giving connection to

the PDP8 channel on the 360.  Then ENBATN is issued on the pCB.  ENBATN is a

local system modification which allows a program to be notified via an ECB

whenever an ATTENTION signal is generated on the device assigned to the giver.

DCB:

ENBATN DCB  =  P8DCB,  ECB = P8AECB

The PDP8 generates ATTENTION with its ERI instruction, which it issues when it
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wishes to transmit  to  the  360.

PDP8INTF uses several files to store data.  One is P81NQ for storing

input lines from the PDP8 that cannot be sent anywhere yet.  Another is the

ERROR file used to record messages concerning errors on the PDP8 channel during

normal operation.

Two batch communication ports are available which allow batch jobs

to   talk   directly  with PDP8 terminals. While some terminals operate   in  this

mode, others may be connected to PLORTS. As one batch job using the new monitor

written Spring 1973 is capable of doing swapping and handling up to eight batch

jobs, only one batch communication port should be necessary. The other port was

added for possible expansion for unforeseen requirements.

WAIT and TIMER Exit

All pauses in the program are handled through a common wait instruction.

At this point the. program is receptive to all external conditions it. is designed

for, simultaneously.  The result of this is to make the various functions totally

asyn chronous. A write operation   may be initiated   on   the PDP8 channel, and while

waiting for the transfer to be completed, the program may come out of the WAIT

state on receiving an input request from PLORTS for one of the terminals. The

conditions which cause the program  to  come  out  of  its  main WAIT state  are:

a)  PDP8 attention (PDP8 wishes to transmit)

b)  PDP8 read complete

c)  PDP8 write complete

d) Batch interface  (1 or 2) has accepted its data

e)  Batch interface (1 or 2) wishes to have data sent to PDP8.

f)  PLORTS request received

The asynchronous functions involved share several resources.  A batch

request to have data sent to the PDP8 will involve use of the PDP8 output channel.
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Since   this is handled asyn chronously   with a PLORTS output request, some roadblocks

are   required to desire functions which compete   for   the same resource.

Roadblock 1 - Queuing method for PDP8 output channel.  An internal

routine in PDP8INTF is invoked by these macros:

RSV p8ouT

RLS PBOUT

The RSV macro causes the reserve subroutine to put the return address after the

RSV instruction at the end of a queue. P80UT is a word that serves as a list

head  for the queue . Subsequently, the subroutine branches  to  the  main  wait

rout ine.      The  main wait routine examines   all list heads    (one   for each device

handled - only P80UT currently).  If the first (oldest) element in the queue

exists and has not yet been returned to, it is returned to now, instead of the

WAIT being executed. The queue element is marked by zeroing the return address

in it. Until this first queue element is removed from the queue by the RLS

macro, the WAIT routine will not schedule any use· of P8OUT. Notice that

execution will arrive at the WAIT routine between the RSV and RLS macros when

the output transfer to the  PDP8 is 6tarted  and we are waiting for completion.

Roadblock 2 - Queued use of read buffer.· The single PDP8 input

bilffer has a numeric one byte flag associated with it called RPEND. This flag

is  set  to  zero when the buffer  is  not  in  use.    When an attention. occurs,  if

RPEND is  zero, an input transfer is started by a routine called READ.   The .

transfer is done by a subroutine called RDOP.  During the transfer, RPEND is

set to 1.  Subsequent attentions may not initiate a read, so a queue is kept

of deferred attentions.  The queue consists of the single flag APEND, which

can hold only one deferred request (.a desirable feature).    Only one attention

is supposed to be sent immediately before each transmission from the PDP8.

Multiple atteritions are usually caused by various kinds of sequencing problems,
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which are aggravated by action of the timer exit routine. Extra attentions are

therefore di scarded as there can never  be  more  than one waiting buffer  of  data

in  the  PDP8  at  a  time.

After the transfer, RPEND is set to zero, releasing the buffer.

Before control of the CPU is released, however, the buffer is examined to see

where it is to go. If the buffer contains garbage, or has certain inconsistencies

between the length of data as stated in the buffer and the length as received,

the   record is discarded,   and some conditions are recorded by ERRSNAP,   the   rout ine

which records I/0 errors in a PLORTS file.  If the terminal· whose number is in

the records is connected to one of the batch interfaces, a task-to-task transfer

is  requested and RPEND  is  set  to  3  or 4 (batch  1 or batch 2) . Notice  that  this

locks up all further reads from the PDP8 until the batch task accepts this data.

Execution returns  to  the wait state. When execution comes out of the wait state

due to system notification that this transfer has been completed, RPEND is set

to zero and the wait state is reentered. RPEND is always set to zero by the

RRELEASE subroutine which sets the attention if an attention has been saved up,

so that it may now be rediscovered by the wait routine.  A counter BCOUNT is

set to 2 when a batch task-to-task transfer is started. Each timer interrupt

decrements BCOUNT; when it reaches zero, the transfer is cancelled without

notification.  If the batch program being talked to is not present, the channel

from the PDPB to the 360 will be locked up for 30 seconds to 60 seconds. Timer

interrupts occur every 30 seconds .

When data is sent to the PDP8 from a batch interface, the console

whose number is in the transmit buffer is examined to see if it is eonnected to

that batch interface. If not, or if the console number is illegal, the message

is discarded.

A PLORTS request, when received, is examined first for a legal console
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number, and the appropriate information table entry located. Then the type of

request is examined. For input request, input lines sent by the user earlier,

before they were requested, are read off the PLORTS input queue (INQ) and given

to PLORTS.  If none, the input request flag is set, so input received later will

be sent along immediately. Before return ing   to   the wait state   on this deferred

request, the output buffer is checked  to  see  if the console involved was building

on   output data structure block, and failed· to complete   it, thus locking  up  all.

output from PLORTS. If so, the output ·is discarded, and the user is given the

message UNFINISHED PICTURE. Deferred input requests require notification to

PLORTS that the request will not be done now, to free up the communications

interface for other requests.

Output requests first cause a check to see if the output buffer is

busy by checking roadblock 3, WBUSY. If busy, the output request is de ferred,

and WAITW for this console is set. If not busy, it is made busy, and the output

copied to the interface buffer.  If only a line of characters is ihvolved, an

output transfer is then started. When finished, PLORTS is told that its request

is completed.  ·If any output was deferred (determined via WAITW for each console),

then its output is restarted. A request-complete notification will not have been

sent  if the message being given  to  the  PDP8  is an UNFINISHED PICTURE, since  this

message is generated without a request.  The WDONE flag is used as a switch for

this condition. If output was not a simple message, but the start of a picture

(determined by characters #BLK in first 4 positions), then the data is merely

saved in the buffer until all the data is present (determined by length coded

in halfword after #BLK) . Subsequent portions of the picture are recognized since

the WBUSY flag is set, but the subsequent requests are for the same console

number   that the output buffer is currently associated  with.       Such   data   is    adde d

to the end of the buffer, and PLORTS is told that output is complete.  Until the
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picture is finished, the output buffer is locked up.  Output lines not part of

a data structure ("picture") are referred to by the term "messages". Included

are all normal text input from the terminal, print lines of output, file editing,

and  other line oriented I/0. Message lines are counted  to  make  sure  that  more

than one screen of data is not sent at one time. Thirty one messages are allowed

to be sent to the terminal, which, together with the command causing them, fills

the screen. The thirty second message is deferred and WAITW and WAITO are set.

When   a new command comes   from  the PDP8 terminal,   a zero length   line   caus es WAITO

and  WAITW  to be reset and PLORTS  to  be  told to continue outputting, while   any

other   kind of input causes the output broken con dition   to be signalled to PLORTS,

and the input is then handled normally.

Special Requests

Special commands  . from PLORTS    deal with logic, layout   of a terminal,

terminating the PDP8 interface program, or sending a message to all PDP8

terminals .      All are handled   in a straightforward manner.

Terminal Comman ds

Input lines from a terminal are examined to see if they are commands

to the front end processor,   and   if   so are siphoned off. Commands recognized are:

1)  #BATCHl

#BATCH2

#PLORTS

2)   · #TO C operator message

3)  #ECHO

#AREAl

#AREA2

#AREA3
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#AREA4

#AREA9

#KEYBOARD

#REPLACE

#DISPLAY

#DISPDS

#ERASE

#E

#FRAME

#AUTOSAVE

#PURGE

#D, any command which sets a condition

#SALT

#SNAP

#BLANK

Group   1   comman ds - These comman ds are recognized immediately   in   PDP8

character code, whereas the other comman ds are recognized after the messages    are

converted into EBCDIC. They have the following effects qn flags kept for each

console:

flag CBH1 . flag CBH2

#BATCHl set reset

#BATCH2 reset set

#PLORTS reset reset
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The two flags are examined when an input record appears (which does not have

one of the three commands in it) and the record is prepared for transmission

to the appropriate batch processor.

Group 2 command - This command sends messages to the operator console

and had been originally intended to also send messages to other terminals.  The

message is moved into a WTO command (OS 360 standard macro) and sent.

Group 3 commands - These commands control PDP8 functions. The

functions are set by sending a MASK as described in the Remote Fadilities Guide

to the PDP8 which specifies all of the Group 3 command bits.  These may also be

transmitted under program control by sending a data structure from PLORTS. For

example, if the user wishes not to have his commands listed on his screen, he

may disable the junction by typing #D ECHO.  This will clear the ECHO bit and

transmit the new MASK to the.PDP8.  The MASK is also sent by the #RESET command,

and at login time. AREAl  to 9 control enabling of joystide bits  from the nine ·

screen areas.

Group 4 commands - Due to an idiotic restriction in CALL-OS, PLORTS

restricts the use of certain character codes.  In order to guarantee that the

binary data in the data structures manipulated by CALL-OS are not wantonly

destroyed, the #SALT command causes input data structures to have the top two

bits set in every byte of data. As only six bits of data are trahsmitted to

the PDP8, this is not a total calamity.

The #SNAP command causes all output from PLORTS to be listed on the

terminal as a hexadecimal dump.  This is an extremely useful feature for debugging

when attempting to build data structures under program control in PLORTS.

CALL-OS has one additional bug'in that it occasionally outputs a

blank by itself.  This annoyance may be overcome by typing the #D BLANK command.

This command actually is designed to discard all 1 character messages including
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the CALL-OS question mark that serves  as an input request  cue.

3.4.3 Modem Interface for PDP8I (W. Tam)

A modem interface card is available which enables the PDP8I to

communicate with COMPUTER type graphic terminals over telephone lines.  From

the  PDP8I, the modem interface behaves exactly  like a computer cable interface.

The only difference is that the transmit and 'receive rate is slower. This is

due  to  the  fact  that  when in cable connection,  data are passed in parallel

between the PDP8I  and the COMPUTER, whereas the modem interface converts  the

parallel data into serial data for transmission via a modem. No change is.

necessary in switching from cable' to modem m6de of operation under the multi-

plexor.

PDP8 Console character rate selector

Additions were made to the PDP8 console teletype. control so that a

Teleterm 1030 Portable terminal can be used in place of the teletype. Logic

circuits automatically switch the interface clock from ten characters per second

to..30 characters per second whenever the 1030 terminal is plugged in.  The

higher character rate resulted in better console operations.
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4.   SWITCHING THEORY AND LOGICAL DESIGN

(Supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant Number
U. S. NSF-GF-40221.)

Our work on NOR network transduction methods was continued.  J.G. Legge

completed his master thesis on the design of NOR networks under fan-in and

fan-out constraints by the transduction methods.  K.'Hohulin, J. Hu, and B.

Plansiri worked on the same problem but by more sophisticated approaches.

J. Hu tried to assemble all programs of the transduction methods into a single

software package such that anybody can use conveniently.

R. Cutler continued the implementaion of the Tison method to derive

all irredundant disjunctive forms for a single function or a multiple-output

function, no matter whether a given function is completely or incompletely

specified.  Professor K. Kinoshita of Osaka University joined our group in

April (he will stay until the middle of July).  R. Cutler, K. Kinoshita, and

S. Muroga worked together to specify the details of the Tison method.

K. H6hulin completed his master thesis on a code for designing

optimal networks by the implicit enumeration.  He and S. Muroga finished

their joint·writing on the improvement of Gimpel's TANT network design algo-

rithm.

H. C. Lai continued his Ph.D. thesis work.

J. Culliney investigated the influence of additional inequalities

on the computational efficiency of logical design of optimal networks by the

implicit  enumeration method based on the feedforward formulation.

M. Malouf started to work on his master thesis on the design of

optimal MOS networks by integer programming.

S. MUROGA
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After modifying and debugging the Error-Compensation Programs, I

wrote a report which described how the original programs were modified and

how people could use them.  Two modified Error-Compensation Programs were

given the names NETTRA-El and NETTRA-E2, respectively.

In our group, there were originally five programs which could   give

initial networks from a given switching function, there was ona program which

could transform the initial network into fan-in/fan-out rastricted form with-

out simplifying it, and there were eight programs which could simplify the

networks.  Among these eight transduction programs, some could give very good

results but need long computation time, some could get results very quickly

but the results were not satisfactory, and four of the eight were planned

to be modified so that they can treat fan-in/fan-out problems.

Recently, people in our group finished the modification of the  trans-

duction programs. So a system was designed to combine the transformation

program and all transduction programs together so that anybody can use this

system to get a near optimal NAND/NOR network with (or without) fan-in/fan-

out restrictions for a given switching function. I started to do this.

Since the total computer memory needed to store all these programs

is about three times larger than the current maximal main memory that we can

use, an overlayed structure must be used to run this large program.

The coding of the main program was finished, the JCL problems were

solved and the entire system  is under·testing and debugging.

(J. C.· Hu)

Some theoretical problems on the combinational networks with NOR

gates were studied.  A one-bit-adder with seven NOR gates was obtained, and

it proved to be the minimal network under the condition that only uncomplemented
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variables may appear as inputs.  With the assistance of the FORTRAN program

ILLOD-(NOR-B) and a program realizing a NOR network transformation procedure,

it was proved that all switching functions of 4-variable can be realized with

10 or less NOR gates if no fan-in, fan-out or level restrictions are imposed.

A theoretical upper bound and a lower bound on the number of NOR gates re-

quired to realize functions of n-variables were also obtained.

(H. C. Lai)

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

Liu,  T-K,  K. R. Hohulin, L-E. Shiau, and Muroga, S., "Optimal One-bit Full
Adders with Different Types of Gates," IEEE Trans. on Computers,
January 1974.

Legge, J.G.,
tt

The Design of NOR Networks under Fan-In and Fan-Out  constraints
(A Programming Manual for FIFOTRAN-Gl)," Department of Computer
Science Report UIUCDCS-R-74-661, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, M. S. Thesis (Electrical Engineering Department), June 1974.

Muroga,  S.  and  Lai,  H. C.,  "Minimization of Logic Networks under a Generalized
Cost Function,  Department of Computer Science  Report UIUCDCS-R-
74-649, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, April 1974.
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for computer and s6ftware systems.  We are interested in parallel and pipeline

5.   MACHINE AND SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION STUDIES

(Supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant Number
US NSF GJ-36936

The following is a collection of related work aimed at improved designs

processors, small primary memories, effective use of rotating memories, and some

questions concerning user languages for problems including typical FORTRAN type

calculations, simulation languages, and a variety of file processing problems.

(D. Kuck)

5.1    PROGRAM ANALYSIS

5.1.1    Speedup of Iterative Programs - (S. C. Chen)

The study of ordinary linear recurrence systems for direct parallel

computation has been completed.  Algorithms for high efficiency computation of

practical linear recurrence systems with a very limited number of processors were

also obtained.  These results will be written in a future report.

In addition, the work in the previous quarter on applications to some

standard numerical algorithms have been included in the report [1].

5.1.2   IF Analysis - (R. Towle)

Analytic techniques are being developed to quickly determine the

presence of recurrence relations in DO loops with IF statements.  A systematic

treatment of DO loops with IF statements is being devised.

5.1.3   Machine Simulator - (D. Y. Chang and K. Y. Wen)

A simulator is proposed that takes ordinary Fortran programs as input

and some machine design features as parameters and produces some timing in-

formation as output.  Using this simulator, we can compare different types of
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machine organizations on the basis of the execution of a set of Fortran pro-
grams.  This simulator will consist of four modules, the program analyzer,

the compiler simulator, the control unit simulator and the timing simulator.

Much of the work in the last quarter was in the definitions of

functions of each module.  Memos were written that describe the timing simulator

in detail and the actual coding will be started in the next quarter.  Some of
the functions of the control unit simulator had been outlined. More detailed

descriptions and flowcharts will be done in the next quarter.

5.1.4   COBOL Analysis - (R. Strebendt)

A machine organization has been proposed [2], which is capable of
concurrently processing several tecords of data.  Compiler algorithms were

also designed to convert ordinary COBOL programs into a form usable by the

proposed machine by inserting the necessary commands to start and stop in-

struction streams and to #rotect common variables which must be accessed

sequentially to guarantee correct program output.

5.2   FILE PROCESSING

5.2.1  File Processing Software - (A. Cheng and B. Hurley)

                    Work this quarter centered on testing new merging strategies designed
for a Specialized Information Retrieval Computer.  These ideas were simulated
and the results compared to other techniques used in the past.  All of our

work, up to the present, has been done under the assumption the system could

support only one user at a time. In the next quarter, simulation of a multi-

user environment will begin.
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5.2.2 Inverted File Retrieval System - (M. Milner, K. Morgan
and J. Rinewalt)

During this quarter, several changes to D.O.S. were made.  A device

driver for our 32-bit clock was written and other timing related code added

or altered to support the clock.  The keyboard software was altered to handle

a CRT replacement for our teletype. Several bugs in the system were corrected

and power-fail/restart software added.  D.O.S. was altered to run on a 3OK

machine (the standard PDP-11 can only address 28K).  A disk activity monitor

system was developed to measure disk access parameters. The data base

preparation programs were overhauled, some long-standing bugs corrected, and

a second data base created.  This data base, the documents of which are the

source modules of D.O.S., has been found useful in locating and fixing bugs

in D.O.S. The first version of the IR system executive was dompleted and

interfaced to the current IR system software.  One new command, a PRINT state-

ment, was added to the IR system software.

During the next quarter, work will be required on D.O.S. to keep

it running and allow it to support planned hardware changes.  Disk activity

monitoring 6f the IR system will be done to try to improve performance and

determine limitations of our current disk scheduling algorithm.  The D.O.S.

data base will be upgraded to include system programs and methods of on-line

updating of the data base will be explored.  The second version of the

executive should be ready to support two to four users on one processor with

48K.

5.2.3   An Approach to the Table Manipulator - (I. Hueck)

Today, anyone can buy entire volumes of tables related with every

field of the sciences.  Manufacturers, scientists and technicians are using
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tables intensively in their respective fields.

During the last three months, work has been done in the development

of a system capable of doing arithmetic and statistically meaningful

operations between tables.  A set of such operations is being studied with

respect to its possible implementation, and an structural data representation

has been developed which appears to be capable of supporting a wide variety

of those operations.

In the next few months, special attention will be given in the

implementation of an operational system which is hoped to be in service by

the end of the current year.

5:2.4   System Clock and Diva.Disk Sector Monitor - (P. Krabbe)

The Programmable Real Time Clock is now checked out and is in

regular service.  A sector monitor for the Diva disk controller has been

designed, fabricated and checked out.  This monitor should significantly

enhance disk access efficiency.

5.2.5  Floppy Disk

A floppy disk drive was ordered from ORBIS SYSTEMS, INC., this

quarter with delivery expected in August.  The controller for the disk drive

will be designed and built in house.

5.2.6  IBM Selectric

An interface has been proposed for an IBM Selectric typewriter.

This interface will be designed and built in house.

5.2.7  Maintenance

Preventive maintenance was performed on the two disk drives (CDS 2874

and 2875) this quarter.
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5.2.8   Hardware Support - (J. Bengtson and L. Hollaar)

During this quarter, construction was completed and installation

and testing begun on the memory management unit for the PDP-11/40.  This

unit, which interfaces to the machine identically to DEC's KT-llD, allows

the relocation of lK word segments on 512 word boundaries for any address

between a switch selectable lower bound and 3OK. The area between 3OK and

32K is used for device registers, and is relocated to 126K to 128K auto-

matically.  Since 3OK, and not the standard 28K, is used as the start of

the register area, 2K more words of memory are available directly for pro-

grams or data.

Preliminary specifications have been completed for a list merging

processor to be added to the PDP-11/40. This unit should operate 15 to 25

times faster than the software it replaces.

5.2.9  High Speed Secondary Memory - (D. Johnson)

Work has begun on developing a high bandwidth disk drive to be used

in conjunction with the IR system.

We are primarily concerned with the problems of bringing out 16 heads

in parallel, under the control of a single sychronizing clock.

References

[1] A. H. Sameh, S. C. Chen and D. J. Kuck, "Parallel Direct Poisson and
Biharmonic Solvers," submitted for publication.

[2 ]                R.   E. Strebendt, "Program Speedup Through Concurrent Record Processing,"
Ph.D. thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Dept.
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6.   ASPECTS OF COMBINATORIAL COMPUTING

(Supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant
No. US NSF GJr41538)

Work includes study of scheduling algorithms, selection

algorithms, backtrack programming, and various problems in

combinatorics.  Recent papers and technical reports are:

N. F. Chen and C. L. Liu, "On a class of Scheduling
11Algorithms for Multiprocessors Computing Systems ,

(to be presented at the 1974 Sagamore Computer
Conference on Parallel Processing).

Laurent Hyafil, "Bounds for Selection", Report   No.   651,
Department of Computer Science, University of Illinoisat Urbana-Champaign, June 1974.

Jane W. S. Liu and C. L. Liu, "Bounds on SchedulingAlgorithms for. Heterogeneous Systems",     (to be presented
at the 1974 IFIP Congress).

Jane W. S. Liu and C. L. Liu, "Performance Analysis of
Heterogeneous Multi -processor Computing Systems",
(to be prusented at the International Workship on
Modelling and Evaluation of Computer Ar6hitectures).

C. L. Liu, "Sperner's Theorem on Maximal-sized Antichainsand Its Generalization", Report No. 650, Department of
,  Computer Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign, June 1974.

J. Nievergelt, "Binary Search Trees and File Organization",
(to be published in Computing Surveys).

F. P. Preparata and J. Nievergelt, "Difference-Preserving'·              Codes", (to be published in IEEE Transactions on Electronic
Computers, September 1974).

A. C. Yao, "Bounds on. Selection Networks", (to be presentedat the 15th Annual Conference on Switching and Automata·
Theory).

A. C. Yao, "Scheduling Unit-time Tasks with Limited Resources",(to be presented at the 1974 Sagamore Computer Conference
on Parallel Processing).
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7.   ACSES -- The Automated Computer Science Education System
(Supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. EC-41511)

A. Conversational Information and Advising System Guide

Purpose:  to advise students in their choice of lessons, based on

their goals  and past performance.    This  is our approximation to "Computer-

Managed Instruction". It consists of three main parts:

(a)  a translator from English into an internal representation of
requests: completed

(b)  a request processor to interpret this internal representation:in,design stage

(c)  a catalog of all lessons with a rich description of relationships
among them: in preliminary design stage.

The first part of the guide, the translator, has been completed as

part of a Ph.D. thesis by Jean Pradels.  A request in English is translated

into an internal language and the latter is translated back into English,

so that the user can judge for himself whether his request has been properly
understood.

Planning for the second part of the guide, the request processor, is

complete, and implementation has begun (Dave Eland).

B.  Language Processors

A table-driven program entry and editing and syntax analysis program

has been completed (T. R. Wilcox, Al Davis, M. Tindall).  Tables for

PL/I  are complete . Tables for FORTRAN, BASIC, COBOL, SNOBOL,  APL,  and MIX

have been started.  Program entry and editing are partially working for

FORTRAN, COBOL, and BASIC.
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The run time system for each of these languages is different.

The PL/I run.time system works for a subset of PL/I suitable for the

first half of one semester's instruction, and is being used this

semester in one introductory course, C.S. 106.  Run time systems for

FORTRAN, COBOL, and BASIC are in progress.

C.  Communication System

Communication in the system is needed on several level.s.  Lesson

"csnotes " serves a "bulletin board" function between authors. Lesson

"cscomments" (D. Eland, E. Reingold) serves to record remarks  made  by

students taking instructional lessons, for feedback to the authors of

·the lessons. Lesson "cstalk " (H. G. Friedman) allows real-time com-

munication between an instructor and each of several students; this

allows human assistance to a student by an instructor who might be

located at a different PLATO site.  These lessons are all operational.

D.  Automatic Judging of Student Programs

Planning is essentially completed for two lessons that ask the

student to write fairly sophisticated programs and attempt to judge

these programs interactively, according to correctness as well as

elegance (good structure).

One of these (Ron Danielson) asks the student ·to write a PL/I

program for symbolic differentiation; the other (Prabhdker Mateti) is

intended to be able to judge sorting programsf

E.  Automation of Exams

Dave   Eland has written a  "' program called "examadmin" to handle   all

security and data collection aspects of exams given on PLATO.  He has

also written a prototype PL/I exam.
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An automated exam must be able to present such a great variety

of individual problems that the only practical approach is to write

problem generators, each of which is capable of producing many different

problem instances.  The difficulty lies in the requirement that these

instances should  not be too similar  to each other. Ben Barta  has

done a preliminary literature search on exam automation.

Where the problems concern programming language questions, we want

to use the syntax tables of the compiler and have table-driven problem

generators capable of posing (and grading) problems about any of the

programming language s for which  we have tables. Planning has begun   on

examinations in FORTRAN and PL/I.  (Ben Barta, Fred Hansen, Francisco

Izquierdo, Sylvian Ray, Larry Whitlock).

F.  Library of Lessons

The library has grown to about ninety lessons which are in some

sense "operational",   but  many  of  them need improvement. A classified

list of lessons and their status is included.

Among the improvements to the lessons has been a certain amount

of standardization.  For example, the function of the keys that allow

a student to control his path through a lesson has been standardized

among all CS lessons, so that a student who has gone through a few

lessons has become familiar with most of the control options in all

lessons and can proceed through subsequent lessons faster.  These

conventions are described  in a lesson "csauthors" (F. Izquierdo) .

Standard pieces of code, character sets, and.micro tables are collected
11in lesson cslibrary" (H. G. Friedman) .
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G.  Use of the Instructional System To Date

The system has been used in several courses.  The most extensive

use involved about sixty students (one-half the class) who learned

PL/I on PLATO  in  C.S.   121  in  the  fall  of  1973 ·     This two month trial

was used to test procedures for a later controlled experiment and to

evaluate the existing PL/I lessons.  Tentative conclusions from the

experiement were that students reacted fav6rably to PLATO and learned

as much as students in the regular sections, even though the lessons

were still in need of improvement.  This latter finding is only a

slight indication that the existing lessons were on a par with the

teaching assistants in teaching PL/I, as students were not randomly

assigned to groups, and other experimental controls were lacking.

In the spring of 1974, the instructional system was used in an

auxiliary mode in two Introductory courses, C.S. 103 and C.S. 106, and

also in C.S. 211.

Jurg Nievergelt
H. George Friedman, Jr.
Thomas R. Wilcox
Richard G. Montanelli, Jr.
Wilfred J. Hansen
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COMPUTER SCUENCE LESSONS
0.  Lesson Sequencing. Writing, and Evaluation

a. cs Course Intro. just starting
b. csguide Course Guide in   pr·ogre:5:5
c.      cs less·on:5 L i st   o f Le:E·SOn:5 operational
d. cscomments User Feedback operational
e. cstalk On -L i n e Con:sult. operational
f. csauthors Author Intro. operational
g.          st'., 1 e Lesson Writin;g operational'

h.      cs 1 i brar·             Common   Code, Etc. operational9
i. csnotes Author C·on-irrtunic. operation.a l
J. csrouter Student Router ofierat iona l
k. csscrap Author Pract i ce. operational

1.  General

a. csintro Introductorv in   progress
b. algolingo Algorithms operational
C. flowchet Flow    Chart in:g in  progress
d.       turing Turins Machine:E· 1 n  pr'OgreS·E·
e. form lan:g Formal   Comp.    Langs.    i n  pr-027-ess
f. epic Epic 2000 Calc. operat iona. 1
g. darwint Pros.    War Game 1 n    pro@ T-'e E·:5

h. boolex B.oolean Express. 1 n   progre:E·E·

i.      on lin-. .Rem·ote    Terminal s in progress
j. graphix Manua 1      for    Gra fix i n   pr·:3·!E r -.:5:5

k. calcomp Ca 1 Comp    P 1 ot t er· operational
1. platoif PLATO    Hdw.      &    S ft w. in   progr·e:ss
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COMPUTER SCUENCE LESSONS
2.          I n format i o n Processing

a. sort Sorting operational
b.          binseai- ch Binary Searching in progress
c. strl Info. Structures operational
d. str2 I n f o.      S t r. D r i l l s operational
e. str3 I n f o.      S t r.      D r i  1 l s in  progreS:5
f. files File Processing operational

3.  PL/I Language

1,

a. pltintro Introduction not yet started
b. plldata. Data Types partly obsolete

...

C. plloos 1.-Joerator:5 part 1 >,   012·:501  -te
d. pllarith '

Arithmetic operational      '
e.          p l  1:stri ng String Operat i ons         i n pro@res:s
f. pllif IF-THEN, DO Groups  operational
g. plldo DO Loop:s operational
h. pllarrau Arrays partlv obsolete
i. pllarravl Intro. to Arravs in  proir·e:52.
j.          pllarral:'' 2 Adv.aneed Arravs .    i n  proST-es:5
k. pllproc Procedure:E. in   Progress
1. pllio L I ST     Input/Output operat iona 1
m. plledit EDIT Input/Output i n   progre:55
n. plleditdrl Drill on EDIT I./0 1 n   pros're:5:5
o. pllrecur:se Recursive Prog. 117   pre·@ress
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COMPUTER SCHENCE LESSONS
4.  FORTRAN Language

a. fortintro Introduction in progress
b. fortarith Arithmetic operational
c. fortif IF Statements in progress
d. fortdo DO Statcments in progress
e. fortsub Subprograms partly obsolete
f. fortsubl Subprograms in progress
g. fortarrayl Intro. Arrays operational
h. fortarrav2 Advanced Arrays in progress

.

i.      fort fmt FORMAT Statements partly obsolete       '
j .      fort fmt 1 FORMAT Statements   in progress
k.       fort fmt 2 FORMAT Statements operational
1.  fortchar     Character Handling  in progress

5.  BASIC Language

a. introbasic Introduction in progress
b.  basic ; Advanced in pr6gress

4
\
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COMPUTER SCUENCE LESSONS
6.  Machine and Assembler Languages

and

Comput.er   S i mu 1 ators

a. minie A Simple Computer operational
b. mach ang Machine Language in progress
c. pdp8sim PDP8/L Simulator in progress  

7.  Other Languages
and

Language Independent Programming11                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    ,

a. snobol SNOBOL4 revision needed
b.  snobo 1 4 ,SNOBOL4 in Frogress
c. somaga Drawing Lang. operational
d. loops DO-Type Loops operational
e. beginblock Begin Blocks operational
f. detab Decision Tables operational
g. .p 12d Recursion          operational
h. recurse Recursion operat i ona. 1
i. trigraf Structured Prog. '  just   started

j. robocar Robot Mini-Lang. in progress
k. robostack Stacks rlin·i-Lang. in   progress.
1. roboback Backtrack Al gor. in progress.
m. roboedit Mini -Lang. Editor   in progress

\
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COMPUTER SCOENCE LESSONS
8.  Numerical Analysis

a. numquad Num. Integration revision needed
b. lineql Linear Equations in progress
c. lineq2 Linear Equations revision needed
d. root ab Nonlin. Equations revision needed
e. leastsq Least Squares operational  
f. linprog Linear Programming  operational
g. montecarlo Monte Carlo operational
h. splines Spline Approx. in progress

.

9.  Simulation

a. simulation Discrete Sim. in Progress
b. racetrack Simulation Games operational
c. traficsim Traffic Simulation  operational

10.  Compilers

a.  p 11 PL/I operational
b. fortcomp FORTRAN · in progress
c. basiccomp BASIC in progress
d. cobol COBOL in progress
e. aplcomp APL       -   '     in progress

./
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8.   MACHINE PERCEPTION AND INTELLIGENCE
(AQVAL Project)

Progress Report
April 1 -- June 30, 1974

1.       Theory and implementation of variable-valued logic (Michalski,
Yuan, Tan, Conrad)

The concepts of dependent (DCD) and independent (ICD)

descriptions of classes of objects (in multi-class situations) have

been defined in terms of variable-valued logic (Michalski).  It has

been shown that the AQVAL/1 program can be directly used for the

determination of the cost-optimal DCD and ICD descriptions.  Results

have been described in the paper 'A Variable Decision Space Approach

for Implementing a Classification System' submitted for presentation

at the 2 International Joint Conference on Pattern Recognition,
nd

Copenhagen, August 12-15, 1974.  Yuan has debugged the first version

of the uni-class cover minimization program.  Tan has been working

on the problems of recognition of the symmetry in the variable-

valued logic formulas and synthesis of formulas with symmetric

selectors.  Michalski has presented a paper 'Variable-Valued Logic:

System VL  ' at the 1974 International Symposium on Multiple-Valued

Logic in Morgantown.

2.  Applications of VL Systems (Michalski, Conrad)

Conrad has been working on a program EVAL for an effiqient

evaluation of VLl formulas and computing statistics from an

application of VLl system to pattern recognition.  Documentation

of all basic Plorts files currently in operation have been updated.

A program for an easy two-way transportation of PLORTS files to and

from magnetic tape has been developed and debugged by Conrad.
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Publication:

R.    S. Michalski, "VARIABLE -VALUED LOGIC: System  VL , " Proceedings   of
the 1974 International Conference on Multiple-valued Logic, Morgantown,
West  Virginia,    May   1974.
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9,  MESH RESEARCH PROJECT

(Supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant No.
US NSF GJ 36265.)

9.1  PASCAL Network Language and its Compiler

9.1.1  Bootstrap Compiler

Most of the documentation describing, in detail, the functioning

of and the data structures used by the bootstrap campiler was campleted.

Certain modules, like the symbol table management routines are to be

written completely in microcode for camparative studies.  Thus, even if

the bootstrap version, written in assembly language, were used for no

more than bootstrapping the final PASCAL compiler, the speed and core

utilization studies would still be useful for analysis in cost-

effectiveness.

9.1.2 PASCAL Compiler

The   structure   of the "attribute table" which contains  all  the

information in declarations was finalized and the Semantic Routine was

written to construct the table and to output a stream of tokens in

postfix.  Most of the code generation routines which are in two modules

were completed.  The format of various templates to be used by the

run-time package was decided upon and the first module was designed to

generate the requisite data structures: The second module which

generates code for execution including a much better optimized boolean

expression code generator was also nearly completed.

Time estimates of the working modules indicate that this

compiler, if used in a network consisting of 7 processors (one for

each module) would be faster than utilizing 7 identical compilers
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designed to run entirely on just one machine. I€-is -expected that the

code generation modules, when completed would confirm these preliminary

estimates.

(J. Krishnaswamy)

9.1.3  PASCAL Support Software

During the last quarter, work has been done improving and

documenting the current version of the PASCAL compiler and runtime

package, and preparations have been made for interfacing to the new

compiler.  Parametric procedures and functions have been implemented at

the runtime level, external functions have been added to the language,

and most of the code needed to implement pointers efficiently and

reliably has been written. An· experimental program to permit a

simple multi-user mode has been written and d.ebugged.  This will be

a basis for more sophisticated experimentation with multi-tasking.  A

simple, file-oriented DOS-driver for the 11-11 interface, operating in

slave mode, was written. This permits the master machine to access the

slave machine's system disk directly.  A program which accepts an

arbitrary PASCAL program as input, and reformats it, with correct

indentation and spacing, has also been written.

(I. Stocks)

.--

9.2  Microprogramming Techniques for Networks

In the last quarter work was completed on all the utility

programs that will aid in the effective use of SUE microcode.
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The SUE micro-assembler language (SMALL) assembler was

completed and debugged, and. a final user's manual was·written for

it.  The availability of the SMALL assembler will lead to the quicker

and more efficient writing and debugging of SUE microcode programs,

in addition to the greater amount of documentation possible through

its use.

The PASCAL version of the SUE simulator has also been campleted

and debugged. It is presently far more reliable than the old version,

as well as being far more alterable.

A loader for the object code generated by the SMALL assembler

has been added to the simulator. This module loads the SUE control

store and table from the file created by the assembler.

Research to be done next quarter includes doing any necessary

final debugging of the SUE simulator and micro-assembler, and

beginning a study comparing the efficiency of coding an algorithm

in PASCAL, MACRO-11 and SUE microcode.  The algorithm chosen for this

comparison is the searching and. sorting algorithm used by the PASCAL

compiler. Great care must be taken to produce optimal code during this

study, in order to provide a fair basis for comparison among these

languages.

(S. Davidson)

9.3 Experimental Network Hardware

(.

9.3.1 Writable Control Store (WCS)

Checkout of the WCS logic has been temporarily delayed because

of a connector order.  These connectors, to be used to fabricate
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extender boards for the SUE are expected to arrive some time. in August.

All hardware for WCS.is now in house.

9.3.2  System Clock and Drive Disk Sector Monitor

This board is ready to be wired.  An identical board was

completed this quarter on D. Kuck's project (see "Machine and Software

Organization Studies" section of this report) and is working reliably.

9.3.3  Maintenance

A tester for·the PDP-11 transmitter-receiver (M780 and in

house variants) boards was designed this quarter  and is ready  to  be

wired.

All in house built interrupt (M7820 type) boards have been

.modified to correct a long standing fabrication error. This error

caused the logic to aometimes fail to block the propagation of the

Grant signal.  All bad address (M105) and interrupt (M7820) boards

have been repaired.

Preventive maintenance was performed on the two disk·drives

(CDS 2366, 3080) this quarter.  The absolute filter (very dirty) was

replaced in CDS 2366.

(P. Krabbe)

9.4  Experimental Network Software

The multiprogrammed I/0 monitor described in previous reports

received several additions and refinements.  The additions included

checkpoint and restart capabilities for failure recovery.  The refinements
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included an experimental implementation of a network interprocess

communication mechanism.

A paper outlining the ideas behind these developments will be

included in the ACM 74 Proceedings.  A more detailed exposition is

currently in progress.

(G. Chesson and E. McClary)

Publications

Chesson, C., "Communication and Control in a Cluster Network, " ACM 74
Annual Conference, San Diego, California, November 1974.

Liu, J. W. S. and C. L. Liu, "Bounds on Scheduling Algorithms for
Heterogeneous Computing Systems, " IFIP Congress 1974, Stockholm,
Sweden, August, 1974.

, and Ai-Tsung Yang, "Optimal Scheduling of Independent Tasks in
Heterogeneous Camputing Systems, " ACM 74 Annual Conference, ·                      San Diego, California, November 1974.

>
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10. STATISTICS

This   work   on the "number of factors problem" in factor analysis

(with Lloyd Humphreys, Psychology) is almost complete.  Previous results

have been improved by using a sample size (N) of 25 rather than 24 for

the smallest sample size.  (This removed an aberrant data point of 24

variables (n) and 24 observationa.  This situation would never occur with

real data.)  A second improvement was to remove the data points where

n-1
m(the  number of

factors)=       or    -r . These points caused  some  lack

of 1lnearity in the results and are also not representative of actual

factor analytic studies. Finally, the sampling work has been extended

to some large ns  (48,  51,  60,  75,  90,) ·

The equation to estimate each eigenvalue ki(i=1, --m) takes

the following form:

IR(n-11
log ki  = · ai  +  bNi  log  (N-1)  +  bni  log     ,2    '  -  (m-l) 

Number of p6ints R(multiple
Root in regression      a                N             n        correlation)

b              b

1           72 .460 -.613 .356 .9984
2           72 .248 -.612 .416 '9971
3           64 .168 -.620 .439 .9977
4           56 .143 -.624 .441 .9984
5           56 .046 -.626 .470 .9975
6           52 .011 -.629 .477 .9983
7           48 _.015 -.637 .486 .9986
8           48 -.064 -.649 .507 '9974
9           44 -.078 -.649 .506 .9981
10           40 -.105 -.647 .509 .9981
11           40 -.094 -.667 .518 9971
12           36 -.174 -.656 .531 .9987
13           33 -.196 .-.654 ·532 .9988
14           33 -.173 _.673 .537 .9977
15           30 -.187 -.668 .533 .9986
16          27 -·187 -.666 ·528 .999217         27 .-.129 -. 688 · ·524 .9985
18           24 -.135 -.690 ·525 .9985
19 21 -.164 -.695 .536 .9988
20 21 -.063 -·708 ·510 9974
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Number of points R(multiple
Root in regression       a              bN             

 b
n        correlation)

21           18 -.097 -·715 ·526 '9974
22           15 -.110 -·713 ·527 9972
23           15 .022 -.736 .499 '9958
24           12 -.026 -.726 504 .9966
25            9 -·205 -.695 .535 .9989
26            9 -.156 -·704 .529 .9984
27            9 -·081 -·718 ·510 .9977
28            9 .023 -.732 ..486 .9968
29            9 .213 -.756 .441 .9948
30            6 -.195. - 712 .536 ..9989
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11. GENERAL INFORMATION

11.1 Personnel

The number of people associated with the Department in various

capacities is given in the following table:

Fuil-time Part-time FTE
.-

Faculty                               25                3         26.50

Visiting Faculty                        3                0          3.00

Research Associates and Instructors     0                0

Graduate Research Assistants            0               54         24.53

Graduate Teaching Assistants            0               31         15.25

Hourly Junior Academic                  0               23          7.71

Professional Personnel                  1                0          1.00

Administrative and Clerical            15                0         15.00

Nonacademic Personnel (Monthly) 12                0         12.00

Miscellaneous Supporting Staff
(Hourly)                           0               20          6.52

TOTAL..............      56 131 111.51

The Department Advisory Committee consists of Professor J. N.

Snyder, Head of Department, Professors E. K. Bowdon, D. F. Cudia, M. F.

Faiman, H. G. Friedman, C. W. Gear, D. B.·Gillies, W. J. Hansen, W. J.

Kubitz, D. J. Kuck, C. L. Liu, R. S. Michalski, M. D. Mickunas, R. G.

Montanelli, S. Muroga, T. A. Murrell, J. Nievergelt, J. R. Phillips,

W. J. Poppelbaum, S. R. Ray, E. M. Reingold, J. E. Robertson, A. H.

Sameh, P. E. Saylor, D. L. Slotnick, D. S. Watanabe, and T. R. Wilcox.
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11.2 Bibliography

During the second quarter, the following publications were issued

by the laboratory:

Report Numbers

No.        632                   Liu,  Jane W.  S.  and Liu,  C. L., "Bounds on Scheduling
Algorithms for Heterogeneous Computing Systems, "

June, 1974.

No.        634                  Gear,  C.  W., "Some Matrix Results for Stable m-
Dimensional Rotations," April   15,    1974.

No. 646 Schreiner,  Axel T., "CLEOPATRA -  Comprehensive  Language
for Elegant Operating System and Translator Design, "
May, 1974.

No. 649 Muroga, Saburo and Lai, Hung Chi, "Minimization of
Logic Networks Under a Generalized Cost ·Function,

11

April, 1974.

No. 650 Liu, C. L., "Sperner's Theorem on Maximal-Sized
Antichains   and Its Generalization, "   June,    1974.

No. 651 Hyafil, Laurent, "Bounds for Selection, "   June,    1974.

No. 652 Gear,  C.  W.,  "What Do We Need in Programming Languages
for Mathematical Software ?"   May,    1974.

No. .658 Weaver, Alfred C., Tindall, Michael H. and Danielson,
Ronald   L.,     "A   Bas ic Language Interpreter   for   the
Intel 8008 Microprocessor," June, 1974.

Theses

No. 621 Hart, James Fredrick, "Emulation   of the PDP-11 Instruction
Set on the Lockheed SUE Processor," April, 1974.

(M.S. Thesis)

No. 635 Hollaar,    Lee   A., "A Programmably Loadable Control
Store for the Burroughs D-Machine," May, 1974.

(M.S. Thesis)

No. 641 Wong, Tze-Wah, "A Semi-Virtual Memory Multi-Programming
System for the Mini-Computer PDP 8/3 (ILLIAC-3),"
May, 1974.  (M.S.'Thesis)

No. 642 Whitlock, Lawrence R., "RECURSE - A PLATO Lesson on
Recursion," May, 1974.  (M.S. Thesis)
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Theses Cont'd

No. 644 Finkel, Barry S., "plldo:  The DO Loop in PL/1 A Lesson
for PLATO IV," May 1974. (M.S. Thesis)

No. 647 Lantz, Karen S., "pl/2d: A Programming Language
for Generating 2-Dimensional   Patterns, "  May,    1974.
(M.S. Thesis)

No. 648 Warner, Henry A., "The Brief Encounter Review:

An Investigation in Graphic Computer-Based Medical
Record Reporting Systems," May, 1974. (M.S. Thesis)

No. 653 Walter, William C., Interactive Express Statistical
11

System," June, 1974.  (M.S. Thesis)

No. 654 Schreiner,  Axel T., "CLEOPATRA  - A Rroposal  for
Another System Implementation Language, "   June,    1974.
(Ph.D. Thesis)

No. 655 Cheng, Chih-Meng, Clustering by Clique Generation,
1,                                                  "

June, 1974.  (M.S. Thesis)

No. 661 Legge, Jeffry G., "The Design of NOR Networks Under
Fan-In and Fan-Out Constraints (A Programming Manual
for FIFOTRAN-Gl), " June, 1974.  (M. S. Thesis)

File Numbers

No.. 875 Donovan, Walt, "ILLIAC  III     Show  and Tell System
User's Guide," June 30, 1974.

No. 879 Wong, Tze-Wah, "A (Semi-) Virtual Memory Multi-
Programming System for the Mini-Computer PDP 8/e

(ILLIAC-3) Programming Listing, "   May,    1974.
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11.3 Abstracts

Chesson, Gregory L., "Communication and Control in a Cluster Network, "
ACM 74 Annual Conference, San Diego, California, November 1974.

Abstract:

The potential computing power of large processor networks
justifies their investigation. This paper describes a network
architecture being experimented with at DCL and the software
system that controls it.

Finkel, Barry S., "plldo:    The  DO Loop in PL/1 A lesson for PLATO IV, "
Department of C'amputer Science Report No. 644, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, M. S. Thesis, May 1974.

Abstract:

plldo is a lesson written for the PLATO IV computer aided
instruction system and designed to teach fundamentals of
PL/1 DO loops.  This report describes the design consideration,
structure, content, drills, programming techniques, and
student evaluation of the lesson.

Gear,  .C.W. , "Some Matrix Results for Stable m-Dimensional Rotations,"
Department of Computer .Science Report No. 634, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, April   15, ·  1974.

Abstract:

Continuous (real-time) rotation of an object about a line
in 3-space can be done using an incremental technique.  An
equivalent technique in 2-space has a simple modification.
that makes it stable. The same is shown to be true in m-
space.

Gear,  C.  W.,  "What Do We Need in Programming Languages for Mathematical
Software ?" Department of Computer Science Report No. 652,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, May 1974.

Abstract:

Existing, widely used lanugages are reasonably satisfactory for
writing numerical subroutines. However, f'uture mathematical
software development is likely to require features not currently
found in any widely used language. Those features will be
needed so that the program author can specify, at a meta-language
level, the way in which his program will be tailored for a
particular class of problems and particular hardware characteristics.
It is suggested that the most fruitful way of doing this is via
a preprocessor with some macro features that produces a widely
used· language   such as Fortran  as its object. Some specific
suggestions are made based on our initial experience with one
such preprocessor.
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Gold,    D.   E.    and   Kuck,   D.   J. , "A Model for Masking Rotational. Latency  byDynamic Disk Allocation," Communications of the ACM, Vol. 17,
PP. 278-288, May 1974.

Abstract:

This paper presents the background and algorithms for masking
the rotational latency of a disk or drum.  It discusses the
anticipatory input and output of blocks of data to buffer and
primary memories for a monoprogrammed computer system.  A basic
permutation algorithm and several variations are given. Because
of the anticipatory nature of the I/0 scheduling, these algorithms
are restricted to classes of programs with predictable behavior.While the methods are not restricted to numerical computations,
matrix and partial differential equation methods are typical
examples of their use. It is shown that latency may be masked
using a small amount of buffer memory. The methods discussed
are independent of the overall size of the data being discussed.

Hart, James Fredrick, "Emulation   of the PDP-11 Instruction   Set   on   the
Lockheed SUE Processor,

"
Department of Comiputer Science Report

No. 621, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, M. S.
Thesis, April 1974.

Abstract:

This thesis describes the emulation of the PDP-11 instruction
set on the Lockheed SUE minicomputer. The PDP-11 instruction
set is very powerful but the hardware is limited to single
processor configurations.  The SUE provides for multiprocessing
as well as a very flexible microprogramming capability. The
PDP-11 emulator allows these capabilities to be combined with
the PDP-11 instruction set to provide an extremely powerful
multiprocessing configuration.

Hollaar,  Lee A., "A Pr6grammably Loadable Control Store  for the BurroughsD-Machine," Department of Computer Science Report No. 635,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, M. S. Thesis,May 1974.

Abstract:

The modifications made to the Burroughs D-Machine to allow the
loading of the control store under microprogram control are
described, as is the programming required to perform these
operations. Since the modifications allow the programmer
to write data into the control store as if it were the normal
system memory, all the processing power of the system is
available to accommodate various input devices and formats.
It is assumed that the reader is already familiar with the
architecture and programming of the D-Machine.
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Hyafil, Laut·ent,  "Bounds for Selection, " Department of Camputer Science
Report.No. 651, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,

June 1974.

Abstract:

In this paper we show that the minimum number of comparisons
necessary for the computation of the kth element of a totally

n-k+Ck-1)[log2(-n )].  For 3 <k < , this bound improves the
ordered set of size n,vk(n), is lower bounded by

1-rE
best lower bound presently known.  A new algorithm which yields
an upper bound that is better than the currently known bound /'

for a large range of values of n will also be presented.

Muroga, Saburo and Lai,  Hung Chi, "Minimization' of Logic Networks Under a
11

Generalized Cost Function,  Department of Computer Science
Report No. 649, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
April 1974.

Abstract:

1                          Based on the intuitive observation that smaller numbers of gates        .

and connections would usually lead to a more compact network on
an integrated circuit, a monotonically increasing function of

gate count and connection count is concluded to be a reasonable
cost function to be minimized in logical design of a network
implemented in IC. Then it is sh6wn that all minimal solutions
of such a cost function can be always found among the following:
minimal networks with a minimal number of gates as the first
objective and a minimal number of connections as the second             .,
objective; minimal networks with a minimal number of connections

· as the first objective and a minimal number of gates as the
second objective; and minimal networks which are associated to
the above two types of minimal networks.  All these three types
of minimal networks   of NOR gates,   as an example, are calculated

by the logical design programs based on integer programming, for

 

all functions of.three or less variables and also some functions
of four variables which require 5 or less NOR gates.  According
to the computational results, for the majority of the functions

the first type minimal networks are identical to the second type,
and for no function were networks of the third type found to
exist.

Lantz, Karen S., "pl/2 d : A Programming Language for Generating 2-Dimensional
Patterns, " Department   of   Computer Science Report  No.    647,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, M. S. Thesis,
May 1974.

Abstract:

pl/2d is a recursive mini-language which produces a graphical
"     "

output.  The languages allow the student to  see  how recursion
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works. The motivation for the design was to produce a useful
tool that is easy to use and isolates the topic of recursion.

Legge, Jeffry G., "The·Design  of NOR Networks Under Fan-In. and Fan-Out
Constraints ( Programming Manual for FIFOTRAN-Gl),

"
Department

of Computer Science Report No. 661, University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, M. S. Thesis, June 1974.

Abstract:

This report presents a simple algorithm (contained in the program
FIFOTRAN-Gl) which can find minimal NOR (NAND) networks while
taking into account the fan-in and fan-out constraints of a

NOR (NAND) gate.  The capability of designing NOR networks under
fan-in and fan-out constraints is combined with transduction
programs (written by S. Muroga's research group).  FIFOTRAN-Gl
can convert any multiple-ou.tput, mill.ti-level NOR network that
does not satisfy specified fan-in, fan-out constraints..into
a network which satisfies the constraints by applying appropriate
transformations.  This report serves as a programming manual
for FIFOTRAN-Gl.

Liu,   C. L., "Sperner' s Theorem on Maximal-Sized Antichains   and Its Generalization, "
Department of Computer Science Report No. 650, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, June 1974.

Abstract:

This paper generalizes previous work by Sperner [l], Erdos [2],
Kleitman [3], Katona [4], DeBruijn, Tengbergen, and Kruyswijk [·5],
and Schonheim [6].  Such generalization not only leads to simple

proofs of. known results but also sharpens same of these results.

Liu,  Jane W.  S.  and Liu,  C. L., "Bounds on Scheduling Algorithms for Hetero-
geneous Computing Systems," Department of Computer Science
Report No. 632, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
June 1974.

Abstract:

The problem of job scheduling in a computing system containing
processors of different operation speeds is studied. In particular,
bounds on the worst case performance of some scheduling algorithms
that can be implemented easily are obtained.  Such bounds also

provide us with information concerning the effect of the speeds
of the processors and the maximal throughput of the system on
the performance of these scheduling algorithms. The trade-off
between the speed and the number of processors in the system is
also discussed.  Optimal scheduling algorithms which produce
preemptive schedules with minimal completion times and schedules
with minimal mean flow times for independent tasks are described.
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Liu,  Jane W.  S.  and Yang, Ai-Tsung, "Optimal Scheduling of Independent
Tasks on Heterogeneous Computing Systems, "  ACM 74 Annual
Conference, San Diego, California, Novemb6r 1974.

Abstract:.

In this paper, the problem of optimal scheduling of independent
tasks on heterogeneous computing systems is considered.  Optimal
scheduling algorithms which produce preemptive · schedules  with
minimal completion times and non-preemptive schedules with
minimal mean flow times are described. A bound on mean flow
times also provdies us with information concerning the relative
merit of different multiprocessor systems.

Liu, T-K, Hohulin,  K. R., Shiau,  L-E. and Muroga, S., "Optimal One-bit Full
Adders with Different Types of Gates," IEEE Trans. on Computers,
January 1974.

Abstract:

Optimal networks with thirty different types of restrictions
are listed for the one-bit full adder. Optimality is defined
as the minimization of the number of gates under different
restrictions.

Schreiner,   Axel T. , "CLEOPATRA - Comprehensive Language for Elegant Operating
System and Translator Design," Department of Computer Science
Report No.. 646, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
May 1974.

Abstract:

CLEOPATRA is a general-purpose and systems implementation
language in the style of ALGOL designed for computers similar
to the IBM System/360.  Among its concepts are extensions to

the ALGOL block structure, user-defined data types and data
access mechanisms, and user-defined 'generic' operators.  The
language is goto-free, and has a generalized decision table
as its main control structure.  An interrupt mechanism is
proposed.

The report attempts to defined an optimal language. It is     c
intended as a user's manual for a prospective implementation.

Schreiner,   Axel T., "CLEOPATRA  - A Proposal for Another System Implementation
Language," Department of Computer Science Report No. 654,

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Ph. D. Thesis,
June 1974.

Abstract:

CLEOPATRA is a general-purpose and systems implementation
language in the style of ALGOL designed for computers similar
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to the IBM System/360.  Among its concepts are extensions to
the ALGOL block structure, user-defined data types and.data
access mechanisms, and user-defined 'generic' operators.  The
language is goto-free, and has a generalized decision table
as its main control structure.  An interrupt mechanism is
proposed.

The thesis discusses the design of CLEOPATRA. Two extended
coding examples are provided, a symbolic· differentiator, anda 'buddy system' storage allocator.  Same aspects of a
prospective implementation are examined. The annotated list
of references mentions over 150 papers, mostly from unrefereed
journals and report series.

Walter, William C., "Interactive Express Statistical System,
"

Department  ofComputer Science Report No. 653, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, M. S. Thesis, June 1974.

Abstract:

The need for easy to use statistical systems has grown rapidly
in recent years. Interactive Express Statistical System(I.E.S.S.) combines the fast turnaround of the Express job
system with the conversation capabilities of Call-OS Fortran
on the PLOTRTS time-sharing system. It provides an instructive
and easy to use tool for many statistical analyses. This paper'

deals with design considerations during the development of
I.E.S.S., with emphasis on the implementation language and
interaction between the PLORTS and Express systems.  Examples.of usage, sample segments of code, and message file structures
are taken from the Correlations-Factor Analysis statisticalarea.

Warner, Henry A., "The Brief Encounter Review: An Investigation in GraphicComputer-Based Medical Record Reporting Systems,
"

Departmentof Computer Science Report No. 648, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, M. S. Thesis, May 1974.

Abstract:

Research in the area of computer-based medical record systemswas initiated by the medical community's interest in the
development of a Source Oriented Medical Information System
(SOMIS).  A product of research in Computer-Aided Instruction
(CAI) has been the development of a special class of machinewhich is highly user oriented. By combining the computer
science interests of the medical community with the user
orientation of CAI equipment, a prototype graphic computer-
based medical record reporting system, the Brief Encounter
Review, is being developed which may achieve the single most
important element required of any medical information system:
user acceptance.
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Weaver, Alfred C., Tindall, Michael H. and Danielson, Ronald L., "A BASIC
Language Interpreter for the Ihtel 8008 Microprocessor,"
bepartment of Computer Science.Report No. 658, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, June 1974.

Abstract:

A BASIC language interpreter has been designed for use in a
microprocessor environment. This report. discusses the develop-
ment of 1)  an elaborate text editor and 2)  a table-driven
interpreter.  The entire system, including text editor, interpreter,
user text buffer, and full floating point arithmetic routines
fits in 16K 8-bit words.

Whitlock, Lawrence R., "RECURSE - A PLATO lesson on Recursion,
"

Department
of Computer Science Report No. 642, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, M. S, Thesis, May 1974.

Abstract:

RECURSE is a lesson for the PLATO IV computer-based education
system.  It attempts to give the student a general feel for
recursion and introduces him to the use of recursion in
recursive definitions and recursive procedures.  This report
contains a description  of the lesson  and its development,   and
a listing · of the TUTOR source dode.

Wong, Tze-Wah, "A Semi-Virtual Memory Multi-Programming System for the
Mini-computer PDP 8/3 (ILLIAC-3)," Department of Computer Science
Report No. 641, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
M. S. Thesis, May 1974.

Abstract:

A multiprogranting (semi-) virtual memory operating system has
been written for the mini-computer PDP 8/e located in the
ILLIAC-3 roam of the University of Illinois. This computer is

. currently used to control the various picture processing
peripherals in the room as well as routing information to the
general purpose computer  IBM  360/75 for' processing.      The
following paper describes the usage and design principles of
the operating system in coping with the above environment.
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11.4 Colloquia

"COPS  - A Protection Mechanism for Computer Systems, "  by
Mr. Gregory R. Andrews, Computer Science Group, University
of Washington, Seattle, Washington, April 1, 1974.

"Formal Languages and Recursion Schemes," by Mr. Peter J.
Downey, Center for Research in Computing Technology, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts,·April 4, 1974.

t,                                                                                                 "
Scheduling Algorithms for Heterogeneous Computing Systems,

by Professor Jane W. S. Liu, Department of Computer Science,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, April 15, 1974.

11 Theorem Proving, Semantic Trees and Equality, " by Mr. David
A. Plaisted, Department of Computer Science, Stanford
University, Stanford, California, April 17, 1974.

"Distributed Computing on ARPA-like Networks," by Professor
Peter A. Alsberg, Research Assistant Professor of Computer
Science and Center for Advanced Computation, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, April   22,   1974.
11

On Scolnik's Proposed Polynomial-time Linear Programming
Algorithm, "   by Mr. David  M. Gay, Computer Science Department,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, April 25, 1974.
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1.

11.5 Drafting

During the second quarter, a total.of 365 drawings were processed

by the general departmental drafting section:

Formal Drawings

'

Large Drawings 115

Medium Drawings 106

Small Drawings 115

Layout Drawings                              12

Report Drawings                              12

Change Order Drawings                         4

Miscellaneous Drawings                        1

Completed Total Drawings 365

(M. Goebel)

11.6 Shop's Production

Job orders processed and completed during the second quarter of

1974 are as follows:

Navy Grant NSF Grants Other

Electronics Shop              50                 2                10

Chemical Shop                 32                 2                10

Photographic Shop             41                 3                21

Layout Shop 11                 1                 4

(F. P. Serio)
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